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Gephardt says educate 
By Joanne Marino and Joe Biden ,!.re to be com- .. He said his plans to slow 
Democratic p'.residentialcan- mended for admitting there defense spending would he 
didate Richard Gephardt mistakes," he said. made possible 'by cutting back 
claimed yesterday in the Straf- Gephardt was elected to Con- on "unnecessary equipment." 
ford Room of the MUB that one _gress in 1976 and oecame the . "I would stop the MX cold 
of his long-term .goals as pres- ' yotJngest congressman to be in its track,".he said, referring 
idet:1t,'is· to see the United States chairman of the House of Re- to the MX,;-missle. 
have "the best educated ,people presentative pemocratic' Cau~ Calling President Reagan:s 
.in the world" by the year 2000: cus. He was also the first to be Stategic Defence Initiative ( oth-
Ge pha rd t, a Missouri con- -- unanimously voted ir:i.to t~e erwise known · as Star Wars) '.'a 
gressman, emphasized pushing · position. fantasy that won't work!', Ge-
the American economy out of Gephardt is responsible for phardt said he would unwind 
a looming recession through the Gephardt Trade Amend- it as well as stopping the Bradley 
educating the people and by ment which calls .for fair trade personal carrier, an amphibious-
implementing plans which fook poli-.:ies to open global markets like, defective armored tank. He 
past a single presidential term. to American products. said he was for a comprehensive 
He said ,America needs a pres- Gephardt said bringing down test ban as well as a ban on flight· 
id~nt wiU.ing to take that chance the rising federal deficit was a testing. . . 
and to inspire the American politi<:al problem not a mathem- "The only way to stop the 
. people to do the same. . ati'cal one wnen he was ·asked arms race is to stop the arms 
A question was raised about about the budget. testing," Gephardt. said. 
the media's increasing role in "We can't. do it quickly,'' he Kristy Markey, a member of 
the past and private lives of the said. ·Money would start coming the Coalition On Central Amer-
candida tes·. Gephardt said the in from the tax reform, Ge- ica (COCA), asked Gephardt if • 
. public must remember that t~e phardt ,said, and actions such he, as president, would see. that 
-candidates are not ·.superhu- as imposing an -import fee, legislation passed laws prot~ct-
mans, they are "mere mortals cutting federal agricultural sub- ing gay and lesbian rights. , 
simply tr~~ng to be as good a~ sidjaries, and holding defense He said he believed there are 
we ca-n be.. . .... spending static would begin to . 
"I th_ink tha'.t both ·Gary.Hart- _· deflate the national debt. 
'. -. . . )' . ',,. ; 
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(603)862-1490 Durham:N.H. 
Bulk Rate,U S Post?.oe Pa,n 
Durham I\J H Perm,! n,3() · 
Congr~ss.man Dick Gephardt stumps for presidency-in the 
MUB. (Mark Hamilton) 
Sandler rethin,ks ·tap0Y 
't',t}~.~,:·r ; . \ .'--..,, ,.-;,.: .. ;\ (' . !,;t ;/, ~ --,',- - - :, ·-- -. _,.. ~" ~. 
By Joseph Moreau·· among acquaintances by the corrections on Monday. They 
People nfost rethink their term "rape." An,d because they · wei.-e found guilty of misdemea-
definitions of rape tq.Jnclude do -n:ot see it as rape, both men n9r sexual . assault charges ar-
such things as date rape and and women ·often blame the ising from a February 19 inci-
intercourse with a woman too victim for the attack. , dent involving a female 
intox-icated to refuse se~, accord- Sandler asked how many, out -freshman at Stoke Hall. The 
ing to Bernice SandJer. of a crowd of approximately 250 Stoke case has heightened aware.: 
Sandler, a co.,.author of two ·gathered·in the Strafford Room, ness of rape at UNH and, in 
studies on rape, told a Tuesday had "said in this last rape, 'She some ways, polarized the stu-
·evening crowd in the MUB that shouldn't have been there. It dent body over the issue. 
people still _think of sexual was- her fault. She asked for it. Sandler cited several factors 
asaault in terms of stereotypes . . • She drank too much. She had that can lead to acquaintance 
"When you hear the word loose morals anywai'?" rape on campus, including the 
rape, most of us think of a man. "If a woman has had too much fraternity system. "Some fra-
on .a dark street, maybe armed to drink and has passed out or ternities, dearly encourage an 
- with-a kn-ife or gun, jumping · isnot,reallyincontrolofherself, 'Animal House' mentality,': she 
out of the bushes and attacking having ~ex with her is rap_e.. said. 





By Thomas Aciukewicz 
Caroline Killeen is ready tci 
become the mother of our 
country. Last Friday, this sixty-
one-year-old veteran peace ac-
tivist officially announced her 
.candidacy for the 1988 presi-
dential race in front of the MUB. 
Running on the Democratic 
ticket, she avoids adhering to 
a party line; instead she wants 
to merge the left .and the right. 
"Every. four years the liberals 
act as if the conservatives don't 
exist and the conservatives act 
as if the liberals don't exist." 
She added, with a smile, "I. 
see the issues in America as a 
,huge pie, and I do make pretty . 
good pies.'.' -
· · KiUeen is a native of Scrari- · 
ton, Pennsylvania, but has lived 
in the southwest for the past 
thirty-five years. Besides par-
ticipating in aw.areness-r.aising 
campaigns such as the recent 
Great Peace March, Trees for 
Peace, and Impeach Nixon Rid~, 
she has mn for both the Arizona 
and U.S. Senates. 
Today, she maintains her 
commitment to meet the people 
whose vote she is going after. 
This, ·she says, is the only way 
to stay in touch with the Amer-
KILLEEN, page 6 
someone - but that's 011ly partly That's what happened to those She added that fraternities 
rjght," Sandler said. Most ra- guys who were sentenced (yes- in general had gotten a bad 
pists, she continued, know their terday)." reputation because some of 
victims, have dated them or -Sandler was referring to John them she has studied across the 
consitler them friends. R. Fox and Christopher Spann, country sponsor programs · like, 
. Sandler said ·that people are who were sentenced to serve 90 
reluctant to call forced sex days in the county house of ---------,-....a;.._.;;;. ___ ==== 
Caroline Killeen rod~ her bike from New Mexico to New Hampshire to campaign for president. 
(Mark Hamilton photo) · · · · < · ·: '· · ' · • · · · 
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WSBE-celebrates 
.25th aririiversary. 
By Susan Flynn 
The Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics will 
. celebrate its 25th An~!versary 
October 8th and 9th with a two-
day program titled ''The Path 
to Tomorrow.'.' 
The Whittemore school fa- · 
·culty will conduct a series of 
workshops over the two days . 
Included in the series of events, 
will be an addre.ss l;>y featured 
speak~,:, KV.R. Oey Jr., pres-
ident and chief executive officer 
of Liggett and Myers tobacco . 
company. . 
tremendous inu·ease in admin-
istration and business under-
graduate students," Aldrich said. · 
Nationwide, 20 percent of un-
dergraduate students desire to 
be business_ majors. , , . 
Presently there are 1,300 
undergraduate students in the 
Whittemore school, 800 bus 0 
iness administration majors·, 
250 economic majors and 200 
hotel administration majors. 
. The Whittemore business · 
· students today will not see i;nany 
changes i.n course titles over the 
past 25 years, but the material 
is quite different, 'according to 
Carole Aldrich, Dean of the 
Whittemore School. "Broader 
concepts are now. being repres-
ented in all topics." Alqrich said. 
Aldrich stated, "There is a 
sense of pride which Whitte-
more students develop," and 
this pride can be s~eri as good 
and · bad. · She sees a lot of 
determination in the business 
students, but al;·o a lack of 
commitment . . 
Within the business school, 
Aldrich sees many students with 
res pecqi.ble -goals. She added, 
"There seems to be a self-
centeredness and we ne6d to 
·Dean Carole Aldrich celebrates with WSBE in its 25th year: (MarkHamilton photo) 
several ob-jectives for the up- said. "The Whittemore school 
· coming months. as a wh.ole 'is still viewed as a 
The image of the business 
student, however, has changed 
drastically over the past twenty-
five years. "There was,-once a 
time when students chose a 
business major as a necessity, 
as the only available option," 
Aldrich said. 
focus on why students. feel this · 
way. A lack of commitrrient 
towards relationships in society 
and a desire to individualize 
oneself must be examined." 
She sees a need to expand the Liberal Arts school, instead of 
curriculum, with an ·emphasis a professional business school." 
of faculty development. "The Aldrich also wishes to devel-
faculty needs to be as much a op a student committee where 
part of the learning process as she can gain a better und.er-
the students.''. Aldrich said. standing of the undergraduate 
op a better network of commun-
ication with the alumni. There 
are presently 8,000 alumni from 
WSBE. "The alumni provide an 
important source of data in 
order to determine the effec-
tiveness and ineffectiveness of 
things taught with the school,' '. 
Aldrich said. 
Much has changed since then. 
"Business is no longer ,a dirty 
, word," Aldrich said. 
"The leading visions .are from 
the young," Aldrich said; and 
she does not see any students · 
p_re~ently possessing these vi-
s10ns. 
Aldr,ich, who accep.ted her 
,position in-July of 1986, has 
"The .Whittemore school is business studerits. She is pres-
discussing changes t}).at must ently teaching an Introduction 
be made in order to ·receive to Microeconomics course. 
accreditation .as . a professional Through the teaching, she: said 
school of business by the Amer- · · •.she is able to develop "a better 
ican Association c;,f College flavor for the students." 
Aldrich said she understands 
the frustration undeclared stu-
dents enco~nter when desiring 
entrance into the Whittemore 
School. "There is a lot of good 
"What ·we have seen is a Schools and Busine
ss," Aldrich Th.ere is also a need to devel-
WSBE, ,page 12 
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·soviets call for 
rl~~Jl;Urrectiol). ofJJ. nited 
Nations' 
Soviet leader Mickhail Gorbachev, in what Soviet 
officials describe as ·a major change in poljcy, has 
called-for giving the United. Nations expanded 
authprity .to regulate military conflicts, ec,onomic 
relations, the environmet, and other matters. ·· 
"What he is talking about ·is resurrecting the 
U.N.," said one Moscow diplomat. In articles in 
Pravda and Izvestia on September 17, Gorbachev · 
stated his desire to enhance the power of the 
affiliated International Court of Justice to decide 
international disputes. · · 
Diplomats fro!Il Western and third world 
. countries say many questions remain about Mr. 
Gorbachev'. s broad plan. Some believe the Soviet 
leflder's intentions are Uwpian, while others 
question his sincerity. 
Tanker dumps 600,000 
gallons. 
·of oil in North Pacific 
A tanker loaded with Alaska crude oil was battered 
by a storll} in the Norht Pacif~c _and spilled an 
estimated 600,000 gallons of oil mto the ocean, 
the Coast Gaurd reported Wednesday. The spill 
occured in inte.rnational waters beyond the U.S. 
200-mile .zone. 
The 1,100-foot Stuyvesant lost the crude during. 
a severe · storm in which gale force winds whipped 
up waves 50 feet high. · . 
"No response is planned, simply because it's not 
in anybody's jurisdiction," a Co~st Gaurd official 
said. 
Drunken hears 
,tying one ·on in Montana 
Fermenting c~rn has lured black bears and . 
grizzlies fof miles around in Montana to a natural 
"bar" where onlookers claim the bears are eating 
themsdves into a stupor. 
·A Burlington Northern Railroad car carrying · 
hundreds of tons of corn derailed in the northwestern 
part of the state 'in 1985 and some of the corn was 
left at the site. "It's aLtually fermented to the point 
now it's putting out quite an aroma and drawing 
the bears in." said Loren .Hicks, a wildlife biologist. 
Rumors persist that Yogi Bear was· seen at a local 
package store purchasing a 10-gallon drum of 
Southern Comfort "to help me sleep. it off for the 
. winter," said Mr. ·Bear. This report is unconfirmed. 
Death. certificates ·which 
-li~t AIDS not public re-
cords in" NH, 
Nfw Ha·mpshire State Attorney General Stephen 
E. Merrill issued an opinion last month to the state's 
Division of Public Health and Services in which 
he said th~t any death certificate which describes 
cause of death as acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome is 11ot available for public inspectio_n: . 
The ruling is signifigant because death cemf ICates 
are generally considered public recor~s. . . . 
Merrill's a~sistant attorney general, Daniel J. 
Mullen, wrote the opinion for Merrill. An attorney 
general's opinj,on has the force of law, unless 
· succesfully challenged in court. . 
The opinion rules against even legitimate news 
media access to death certificates, despite a statute 
which in:dudes language suggesting the news media 
may examine such documents. 
Merrill said that such information "is not of a 
oublic nature.'' . 
I 
.'1 
LCS underway: Cards 
·split, 
·T~ins pull out Game 1 
Dave Dravecky fired a two-hit shutout and Jeff 
Leonard cr_acked his second home run in as many 
days to carry th~ San Francisco Giants to a 5-0 victory 
over the St. Louis Cardin•als in Game 2 of the 
· National League Championship Series Wednesday 
in St. Louis. The win earned the Giants a split oq 
the road as the CardJ.nals took Game 1 ,Tuesday, 
5-3. . 
At the Metrodome in Minneapolis, the Twins 
put a- leg up on the Tigers in Game 1 of their best-
of-s~ven series thanks to ex-Red Sox Don Baylor's 
bases-loaded, one-out, pinch-hit single in the bottom 
of the eighth off of reliever Willie Hernandez to 
give Minnesota a come from behind . victory 
Wednesday. , . 
, · 'Phe series' rriove to San Francisco and Detroit 
in the N.L. and A.L. respectively this weekend f~r 
Games 3,4, and 5 of League Championship play. 
Monkey business thre.at-
ens · 
future of Soviet satellite 
A mo-nkey aboar~ a Soviet research satellite ·has 
caused so many problems that officials are con-
sidering aborting the mission, the Soviet news agency 
Tass reported yesterday. , 
: The animal, Yerosha, which means "trouble-
maker" in Russian, had fr_eed its left arm froi:n a 
restraining cuff and was playing with every control, 
button, knob, and lever in sight and was tinkering 
with an electrode-fitted cap on its skull, jeopardizing · 
research. 
· Soviet officials are presently analyzing data and 
are expcted to make a aeci~ion on the mission's 
future soon. ' · 
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. Flanders leaves Public Safety 
By Donna Morafcik . 
The Department of Public 
Safety held a reception in honor 
of D(recror of Public Safety 
David Flanders, in the Alumni 
Center Wednesday. Flande~ is 
leaving his position at UNH for 
one at Tufts University in 
Massachusetts. 
Director Flanders has served 
the University and surrounding 
community for the past fourteen 
years. 
Flanders has accepted the 
Director of Public Safety-posi-
tion at Tufts~ University for 
advanced career opportunities. · 
According to Flanders, he is 
leaving primarily becaus~ they 
offered the position to_him. He 
s·aid, "-Ir is an opportunity for 
me to grow professionally and 
it's an advancement." 
Flanders will have more re-
sponsibility in his new position 
at Tufts University. He said, "I 
will be responsible for three 
campuses versus just one, in-
cluding programs in Boston, 
Medford and Grafton. This 
gives me a cha-qce to grow." · 
According to Flanders, Tufts 
University comprises three 
✓ diffe~rent campuses. Medford 
and Somerville boast .the col-
leges of Science and Engineer~ 
ing, the Fletcher School of 
Business and Diplomacy and 
Liberal Arts. 
The campus in Boston is the 
home of Tufts' New England 
Medical Center and Tufts' 
Sc,:hool of Dentistry. The Graf-
ton campus offers the Tufts' 
Veterinarian School. 
As of today, the UNH De-
partment of Public Safety has 
not replaced Flanders. In the 
interim, Major Roger Beaudin 
will assume his responsibilities. 
The Department of Public 
Safety is located in J anetos 
House on Pertee Brook Lane. 
iI. : David Flanders moves on to a Public Safety job at Tufts 
University. (Mark Hamilton photo) · 
WUNH was ~nder fire this week for airing "offensive" comedy. (file photo) 
Carstens · explains apartheid 
By Rebecca Carro~! 
Kenneth N. Carstens, exec-
utive director for the Interna-
tional Defense and Aid Fund · 
for Southern Africa spoke on 
the incarcerated state of his 
homeland before the UNH 
committee for Amnesty _Inter-
national Tuesday night. 
"You can't begin to under-
LINES 
stand the poverty in South 
Afrjca, you simply cannot, that's 
all I cari say." 
· Carsten~, born and raised in 
South Africa, claimed that his 
-experience as a white in South 
Africa was materialisti.cally 
splendid, but morally horrifying. 
His mother told him as a child 
to "Be kind to blacks and anim-
als.'.' 
Carstens said he was not 
raised to mistreat blacks, but 
the fact that they were ·associat-
ed with animals was a clear 
enough implication that they 
were less than equal. 
Carstens graduated from a 
AMNESTY, page 8 
Lines were in XS for INXS when tickets went on sale Wednesday. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
WUNH causes stir 
with racy comedy 
By Adam McKeown 
At approximately 6:30 p.m. 
last Friday evening, campus 
- radio station WUNH played a 
piece of comedy that raised some 
eyebrows around town because 
of its graphic details of obscene 
material: · · 
, Don-Harley, Stutl'ent Activity 
Fee: Tre·asurer and W~NH 
list~ner 're.ported bearing "a 
comedy cut where a woman was 
doing a monologue which an 
overwhelming majority would · 
find offensive." 
· Harley would not comment 
on the details. of the song. 
"It was so objectionable, I 
don't care to describe it," he said. 
He was not the only one taken . 
aback by the program. Accord-
ing to Student Body President, 
Warner Jones,' a local resident 
called the Dean of Student's 
off ice demanding action against 
the radio station. 
This complaint was relay_ed 
to Dean of Students J. Gregg 
Sanborn . and then to MUB 
director Jeff Onore, according 
. to Jones. 
According to Station manager 
Laura Trace, "one of the DJ's 
played an offensive song and 
that song was preceded by a 
disclaimer." The disclaimer 
warned that-:offensive material 
was forthcoming, and those 
easily offended should turn off 
the station. 
Trace stated the disc jockey 
was not aware of the extent of 
the offensiveness of the record, 
iwhd :rurned the :record .off when 
he found out. She said a letter 
of apolbgy is being s~ht to the 
man who was offended by the 
material. _ 
The action WUNH co~ld 
suffer is still being considered. 
"I heard there was a complaint 
and so~l talked to La'ura Trace 
about it,:.. said Jeff Onore. "This 
happens to every· station. It 
happens once· or twice ever-y 
year. I feel WUNH is a fine 
station. I am supportive of them 
and · when something goes 
wrong, I feel they should know." 
Disciplinary action lies still 
with the Dean of Students 
Office, which was unavailable 
for comment. · · 
"l like to think it was a 
mistake," concluded Don Har-
ley. "I think that if the an-
nouncer knew what he wa-s 
playing, he ~ould not have 
played it." 
Carter critical 
after car accident · 
By Jay Kumar 
As~ociate Professor of Phys- . 
ical Education Gavin Carter 
remains in critical condition in 
the intensive care ward of 
Portsmouth Hospital after be-
ing involyed in a car .accident 
last week. Carter's car was 
broadsided on Thu.rsday, Octob-
er J in a Portsmouth intersec-
tion, and he has. yet to regain 
consciousness, according to 
Physical Education-Department 
Secretary Rebecca Howard. 
Carter, who has taught at 
UNH since 1965, was to teach 
Tennis, Ice Hockey, and Theory 
of Coaching Hockey this semes-
ter. The P.E. department is 
"going to make ~very effort to 
cover for him/' Walter :w eiland, 
chairman of the department, 
said. · 
Howard said Carter is· not in 
a coma, despite the fact he · 
remains unconscious: She said -
he "opens his eyes occasionally." 
· Weiland said, "It's unfortu-
nate. We're all saddened." He 
described C~rter as "very per-
sonable ... very conscientious ... he 
. really involves himself with his 
students." 
Weiland said, . "It's difficult 
to tell" what will happen next. 
"We're just waiting." 
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ON THE SPOT 
Have you been to .any of the . presidential 
speeches in the MUB? If so, have . they helped 
you become a better · inf ornied voter? 
rrN o, I've got six classes 
and a job, I basically have 
no time. I wish i had t ime 




"I've seen two. You can see 
that they're real people 
with di/f erent ideas, not 
just an image on television. 
You. can also see their · 





"Yes, any of those speeches 
are going to help shape 
your ideas and lead people . 
to a better choice. I hope 
more candi/ates come to 




u.Yes I have. I feel that 
being at UNH can be 
isolating fro,.m the real 
world and going to the 
speeches has broade17:ed 
_ the student's awarf]ness of 
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■ ------------- • . ' . •  i • represent UNH, Plymouth & Keene State i 
• • i on the University System's Board of Trustees i 
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• • 
: -tc. -2 ye-ar position -* A vote for students ! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • i Applications now available in the Student Senat~, ,: 
i - . Rm 130, MUB . . - . - . _ . . - : 
■ 
• . - ' . 
. i Application deadline Fri. · October 16, 1987 j 
: . . : . . : 
; · Election date: Wed·. October 28, 1987 · . . . _· ~- :. * ................... ~ .. ~ ...................................... · ..................................................... * 
Zoning ordinance enfQrced 
By Elizabeth Cote 
Theta Chi members disas-
sembled and removed the boat 
in their front yard Monday 
because of the t0wf). of Durham's 
threat to enforce a · zoning 
'regulation that carries a $ 50 per 
day fine. The fire engine which 
has' been parked in front of Pi 
Kappa Alpha for ten years may 
be the next to go. . · 
Thomas Perry, the Durham 
code enforcer, sent a letter last 
week to all greek houses which 
said that all "vehicles, boats and 
fire engines" within 20 feet of 
· a public right of way must be 
removed by October· 5. Petry 
s~id the recent enforcement of 
the ordinance, which has been 
on the books for years, resulted 
from complaints . about the 
"eyesores" and concerns 'about 
the accessibility of emergency 
vehicles to the houses. 
Brothers at Pi Kappa Alpha 
would be very disappointed if 
they have to move their fire 
engine, a symbol of their fra-
ternity fot nearly 15 years, 
according to President Michael 
Donovan. · 
"(The fire engine) is panof 
the house. There's a lot of 
history, a lot of stories to be 
told," he -said. 
Donoyan said PKA had not 
moved the truck yet, but was 
waiting for the results of a 
meeting sch,eduJed with Perry · 
next week. 
John Hurney, presiden·t of 
Theta Chi, said because their 
boat could not "just be rolled 
away'" it had to be torn -apart 
and discarded. He said · the 
fraternity ·had planned to donate 
·the old, unseaworthy vessel as 
firewood for the Homecoming 
bon fire, but he said the town 
would not extend the Oct. 5 
deadline so the arrangements 
could be.m<1.de. 
"It just kind of makes you 
mad," Hurney said. 
PKA might have to move its fire engine if the town selectmen have their way. (Mark Hamilton 
photo) 
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A shortage of Karivan drivers earlier this semester seems to be getting better .. (Mark Hamih:o 
hoto) 
F~iday, October 9 
· Women's Cross Country- at Maine 
' Men's Cross Country- at Maine 
Women's .Field Hockey- at Providence 
' Gourmet Dinner I- "A Taste of. Colonial America." An 8 
course meal J>resented ·by students of Hotel 667. Granite 
State Room, MUB, 6: 15 p.m., $18. Sold Out. . 
University Theater- "Runaways." Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m., students $6, general $7.50. . 
Saturday, October 10 
Workshop for Piano Teachers·- with Ruth Edwards. Bratton • 
. Recital ffall, Paul Arts, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. · · ·· • 
Women's Tennis- vs. Rhode Island, 1 p.m. 
Men's Soccer- vs: Vermont, 2 p.m. 
Gourmet Dinner I- "A Tast'e of Colonial America." An 8 
cou~se meal presented by the students of Hotel 667. Granite 
State Room. MUB, 6:15 p.m. $18, Sold Out. . 
University Theater- "Runaways." Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m., students $6, general $7.50. 
Sunday, October 11 
Women's Soccer- at Princeton · 
Photography Lecture- David Ross; Director of The Institute 
of Contemporary Art, Boston, will trace the. relationship 
bet~een ~urrent photography a~nd other .a,!-:_t l_!ledia:. Room 
110,Murkland, 4 p.m. · , · 
MUSO Film- "Life of Brian·." Strafford ·Room, MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, gen!lral $2. • . . 
Faculty ,Concert Series- The Hampshire Consort with the 
UNH Concert Choir and soloists Henry Wing, tenor, and 
Kathleen Wilson Spillane, soprano. Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. , 
Monday, October 12 
Women's Soccer- at Connecticut 
Women's Tennis- .vs. Colby, 3:30 p.m. 
Lecture- "Obras maestras del arte espanol," illustrated lecture 
in Spanish. By_ Dr. Antonio Calvo Castellon, Professor of 
A~t Histo_ry, U_niyersity of Granada, Spain. Forum Room, 
Dimond Library, 3:45 p.m.-, open to public. · 
Spanish/Portuguese Film Series- "Alsino and the Cmiclor." 
Room 110, Murldand, 7-:9 p.m., $1. · . · 
. Beyond War Fall Outreach- "Communications Workshop," 
Jessie Doe Hall, 7-9 p.m. 
Tuesday, October 13. 
Chemistry Lecture Series- "IR Spectroscopy of Aromatic 
Molecules Retained by Microporous Carbons,' by Dr. David 
Saperstein IBM. Roo,m L-103, -Parsons, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Humanities Lecture Series- "Sophocles." Room 201, Murkland. 
11 a.m. to 12:30 p:in. 
Lecture- "Spanish Baroque Art" illustrated lecture in Spanish 
with Translation provided. Dr. Antonio Calvo Castellon, 
Professor of Art Hist.ory, University of Granada, Spain. Room 
A-218, Paul.Arts Center, 1 P-IT\·, open to public. · . 
Spanish/Portuguese Film Series- "Alsino and the Condor." 
Room 303,James, 4-6 p.m., $1. . 
Beyond War· Fall Outreach- "Communications Workshop,'; 
Devine Hall, 7 -9 p.m. · . 
Faculty Lecture Series- "What Th€11 ShaUWe .Say? ·com-
mentaries on American Business Ethics." John H. Barnett, 
Associate Professor of Business Administration. Alumni 
Center, 7:30 p.m. · · · 
Faculty Concert Series- Larry Veal, cello, Christopher Kies, 
piano. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
CALENDAR INFORMA'fION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) . . · .. 
..... ----l!i'1ilia=-=· =-,.,.,.,..,.~~-·•-····· .. : .. ,, . ., 
The New Hampshue (USPS 379-280) is pub,lished and distributed semi-
weekly chroughouc the academic ·year. Our offices are located in Room ' 
151 of ch~ Memorial ~ni~ Building, UNH, Durham,~.H. 03824. ~~i~ess. i 
.Qfftc;e _~u~s: ~ood~, · Fqd~ 10 .<!-JU - 2 pm. Academic year subscnpuon: 
J.,i4, ~y Th~rd c_lass PQ~tage· p111d a.c. Oi,,~hacn, NH 03824. Advertisers s~ould 
:cnec:k thetr ads chic hr~t~y. The N1e•(l:iamp'shire will in noose be 
responsible for typogtaj,ht~a1;or otMt:otfbrs, but will reprint that part 
(_?fan a_d'!ertiserrient in whkh-:a cypoaraJ>hjcal err.o'r appears, if notified 
munedaately. POSTMASTER: send address ·changes·to The New Hampshire, 
. l}I MUB, U~H, D!Jrham, NHJH824. 10:000 copies prinred per issue 
;._by J;;.,n,4.Tnb•~ B1ddefo!'d.,Maiqe. . · · . · . . . , · • 
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NOTICES 
. ACADEMIC 
LUNCH WITH DR. CALVO CASTELLON, 
PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSITY OF GRANADA, · 
SPAIN: Sponsored by Department of Spanish and 
Classics. Attention: Former students in the UNH 
Study Abroad Program in Granada. Make reser-
vation with Spanish Departm.ent secretary by 
10/8/87 . . Monday,October 12, Philbrook Dining 
Room, 11:45 a.m. (For meal tick~t; see department). 
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM IN GRANADA, 
SPAIN: Sponsored by Department of Spanish and 
Classics. Dr.. Antonio Calvo Castellon, Professor 
of Art History in the UNH program in Granada 
will presents a slide program for interested 
prospective students. Tuesday, October 13, Room 
209, Murkland, 3 p.m. · 
ANN.UAL LINDBERG AWARD FOR OUT-
STANDING SCHOLAR- TEACHER IN COL-
LEGE OF UBERAL ARTS: The award named after 
Professor Gary Lindberg, Department of English 
who was an outstanding scholar and teacher will 
be for 2,500 to a truly outstanding scholar and 
teacher in liberal arts at UNH. Nominations by 
students and faculty should take the form of a written 
statement, which explains in detail why the 
individual should receive the award. Send nom-
inations to Lindberg Award Selection Committee, 
Office Dean, College of Liberal Arts, Murkland 
Hall, by October 15. 
GENERAL 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 
FAIR: Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement · 
Service. lHity Graduate and Professional schools 
including law, engineering, and business schools 
coming to campus to answer questions about their 
programs, requirements, etc. Thursday, October 
15, Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., 
free of charge. - · " · 
TRADITIONAL MUSIC FROM CENTRAL 
FRANCE: Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers 
and the Ceili Show on WUNH-FM. The group Lo 
Jai will play traditional music from Central France 
using such 'instruments as the htirdy-gurdy, pipes, 
accordion, violin and flutes. Friday, October 16, 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p .m., UNH 
undergrad students with valid ID, $3; general $6. 
Information: 603 749-2238 or 207 439-2555. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STiJDENT ACTIV-. 
HOMECOMING MUSICAL JAZZ EXTRA VA-
GANZA: The UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble,, The · 
UNH Jazz Combo, and The NH Notables present 
a night of jazz. Saturday, Octob.er 17, Johns-·o-n 
Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m., students/alumni 
$4,. general $5. Tickets at door and MUB Ticket 
Office. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
10TH ANNUAL l0K HOMECOMING ROAD 
RACE: Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Certified 
l0K road rate course through Durham, Lee, and 
the UNH Campus Water stations at 2 and 4, splits 
at 1 and 5 miles . T -shirts guaranteed to first 300 
runners. Saturday, October · 17, Start on Mast Road 
by A lot, near Field House, 9 a.m.; $6 prior to October 
14; $8 from October 15 to race day. · 
HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS ME~TING (WOM-
EN ONLY): For Women co11cerned about their 
. · drinking or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor, Conference 
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals af-
fected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
Mondays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN) : For individuals concerned about their 
drinking or drµg use . Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays-, and Thursdays, 2nd floor Conference 
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Join the Wom-
en's Center for open informal meetings Monday 
evenings, RooID; ll0-A, Women's Center, MUB, 
6:30 p.m. 
UNH SKI CLUB MEETING: First organizational 
meeting, information and trip sign-ups and 
• nemberships. Tuesday, October 13, Granite State 
Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m. 
HILLEL- JEWISH STUDENT ORGANlZA-· 
TION AL MEETING: Social group to introduce· 
Jewish people to other Jewi~h people. Thursday, 
October 15, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7-8:30 p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM 322, Mini. (Observe deadlines 
on proper forms)· _ 
. To Ullderstand the art 
of management, learn 
from the masters: . 
Bentley's Master of 
· Busin~ Administration. 
Bentley College's Master of Business Administration is 
designed to help men a:nd women who aspire to general ·· 
management positions further develop these capabilities. 
The MBA progrmn approaches management as an art- . 
the art of acting in the here and now to develop coherent, 
pragmatie strategies for responding to market challenges 
and opportunities; to lead others in adapting to and 
developing new technologies; and to ir.duce others to give 
their best efforts in a cooperative pursuit of organizational 
goals. · 
Paint a brighter future for your career with a Bentley 
MBA. For further information, 
call ( 61 7) 891- 2108. 
-----KILLEEN----
<cominued from page 1) 
· ican people. One of Killeen's major con-
'T m the healer out here. You cerns is about the getting close 
need .a mother fi-gure up here to the earth. She said grinningly, 
who will give all her children, "If I get into the White House, 
whether they're left, right or · I will see that I have a milk cow, 
,independent, a piece of the pie." a huge vegetable garden, a 
She feels that one of the r:easons clothes line arid a couple of goats 
Pat Schroeder decided not to run to mow the lawn." 
was because of her "liberal She is firm in her belief that 
label." "America is in need of a lifestyle 
She doesn't feel Schroeder adjustment. It needs a nature 
was limited by being a woma'n. orie·ntation whicr. we've lost. 
In fact, Killeen is adamant. in All. our eggs are in a technolog-
promoti-ng herself as a female ical basket an~we must change 
candidate. this." . 
She wants to draw on her To further this idta, this 
image · of women, with the admitted darkhorse candidate 
"nuances of being a life-giver brandishes ai clothes line, her 
.and sensitive to the environ- ' 1solar dryer," along with a 
· ment" as she approaches the manual military can opener. 
Iowa Caucuses this December: These are all symbols of sim-
"The time has come for a · , plification, what she sees as the 
woman President. The empire country's lost resource. 
has already been built by the · "I believe in America . . We're 
men. Now to preserve it from a free country and I want to 
self-destruction, we need a utilize the freedoms we have . 
woman to get it batk on track." If you don't use them, they 
In order to mediate the in- wane." 
terests of the coun.try, Killeen An ex-migrant worker, nurse-
draws from both party-lines companion and teacher of con-
when drawing her moral line. versation:il English in Mexico, 
Like tradjti~nal 'liberal pol- Killeen is no newcomer at 
iticians she wants to reduce bicycling long distances for 
military budgets and America's political a_ction. 
use of nuclear power; yet she During the years between 
also sides with the more con- 1965 and 19871 she bicycled over 
servative views like an emphasis 200,000 miles_ throughout Amer-
on more traditional family ties ica for environmental issues, 
and condemning federal funding as well as peace and social 
for abortion. She also wants -to- justice. Such experieq.ce . has 
go to Nicaragua herself arid hear allowed her to see much of the 
about the ·people's problems country a~d grow both physi-
from both sides. cally and mentally . 
To enhance the idea of listen::. , 'Tve seen a lot of abuse of 
ing to both sides of the political nature . Y mi see fewer dairy 
coin, Killeen displays the sym- cows, land that's been strip-
bol of the ying and yang on her mined, (and excessive) devel-
bicycle, nicknamed "The Peace opment along the back roads 
Machine." Peddling all the way and the freeways,''. she said. _ 
to New England, she arrived in Unlike many of the main-
New Hampshire earlier this stream presidential candidates·, 
year after leaving her home in the rugged Killen has crossed 
Sante Fe, Ne,w Mexico last the Unirnd States and observed 
December: it first hand. This, she feels, has 
Originally she le(t to promote given her a clear advantage iri 
clean-air and raise America's finding her way to Washington. 
awareness for the earth by Her pet project is spreading 
encouraging the use of solar . the concern for the environment 
power. However, after talking !:>y planting trees along her way 
to people along her jourriey bike trekking. She planted her 
northward, she decided to make eighth tree for peace in New 
her bid for president. Hampshire in Durham last 
Being in New Hampshire, Saturday, behind the Catholic 
she felt the time was right to Student Center. Afterward she 
announce her intentions to run prepared for · her next planting 
for president. route: a bike ride to Iowa .. 
Killeen is riding her bike and plandng trees on the road to 
the presidency. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
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Candidate Gephardt was in the spotlight Thursday in the MUB. (M~rk Har;nilton photo) 
!Im ""' 
------GEPHARDT---
<continued from page 1) 
already laws passed th.at ade- an idealogical struggle, 
quately protect gay rights. But, . "The problems are ignorance, 
according to Gephardt, what is poverty arid disease,". Gephardt 
lacking is "a justice department said, "not communism in Cen-
that cloes enforce the laws we tral America." 
have." Gephardt said we should be 
Crowd reaction was mixed to sending down help they really 
Gephardt's stand on federal rieed like economical progress 
funding for abortions~ ffo said and health care. 
although he was against tederal . He also criticized Reagan's 
abortion funding, . he would not misuse of recent summicts w1th 
veto a bill Congress passed. . the Soviet Union. He said first 
During his speech, which w~.s . thing he w~~ld do if president 
titled "The Role of the Presid- . would be to get together with 
ency,,, Gephardt accused Pres- Gorbachev for a "real summit, 
ident Ronald Reaga'n of violin- -not for photos or to sleep." 
ing the War Powers Act. When asked about the recent 
The act requires the President drop in the stock market, Ge-
to report to Congress within 48 phardt said we are in some 
. hours of the commitment of volatile times and must energize 
American troops to an area that 'the economy through educating 
puts th.em in "imminent hos- and trading. · 
tilities." He. cited two examples: A question on Gephardt pos-
. when American troops were sibly getting a female running 
stationed in a war zone in Beirut mate was posed. He said, "I 
and on the Starkand other ships don't rule anything in or out." 
I. -in the Persian Gulf: He said he is looking for a 
· Gephardt criticized Reagan's running mate that would reflect 
foreign policy and his exclusion diversity, make a good president 
o( the Congress. -and help him with the presid-
"W e' re not competent in ency. . 
foreign policy," Gephardt said. "I thought he was very spe-
"We haven't been in seven · cific. I was impressed in that 
years." . respect," said Beth Morahan, 
Gephardt_ said if the president a junior Political Science major. 
doesn't include the American "I think that's something you -... 
people and Congress in deci- don't see too much." 
sions then "our foreign policy Ge•off Spitzer, a senior Bus-will. fail.." - iness Administration major, 
He said Reagan's approach said he was very impressed and 
to Central America is a total surprised by the candidate. "He 
misunderstanding of t:he situa- has a very clear view on what 
tion. The problems, he ex- the problems are right now and 
plained, come from the day to what the solutions are." Pa.trick Sweeney and Kristie Markey quest'ioned Gephardt on the issues. (Mark Hamilton 
photo) 
day "struggle to stay alive," not · ~ 
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in South Africa, ind 
' was then trained in the Meth-
. odist mjnistry. ··Tt was -~he 
. church lb.at aroµsed my, con-
science," he said. "Something 
was going wrong." , 
Carstens said he recalled that 
( continued from page 3) 
the gospel preached in ch~·j::ch nothing.of threats for his arres~. 
was non-racist, yet soc~~ty :wa_s In his late twenties, Carstens 
quite to the contrary". , As a.'. came to the United St.ates t<;> 
student minister, Carstens be--- study, raking a year in Texas, 
gan to speak out against apar- 'a year in New York tity, and 
theid. This granted him a--. fi1e . fi ijally ending up at.Harvard 
at the local police-station, to say •· Univers ity. After graduating 
Kenneth N . Carstens spoke on South Africa to an A mnesty International meeting Tuesday. 
( Sadie Greenway photo) · 
from Harvard, Carstens worked arrested daily for · possibly vi-
as a consultant fo'.r the National . olating these-"pass laws.'.' . 
Consulate of4},}urches, · the . The punishment is inhu-
United,Nations, and-the world. mane, according·to Carstens. 
court case in which Eth\opia and "Blood has flowed in South 
Liberia fought aga'inst Sout,h Africa." 
West Africa. Black school child.ren, even 
In 1972, ~arstens helped as young as eight and ten, who 
establish · and 'Yas appointed -·show opposition ·toward the 
Executive Director of. the ln- -~i'i:1ferior education they are 
t~rnarional Defense and Aid _ tau,ght are sent to jail and 
Fund for Southern Africa. IDAF frequently tortured; according 
is a nonpolitical organtzation· to Carstens. · , 
that is centrally located in Carstens said South Africa is 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. · in a state of thralJdom-. The 
In addition to regular praise white legisla_ture yea-rns fo r a 
from the United Nations, their "lily white" envirorimi rit, · 
work is recognized outside the . As whims are the minority, 
United States, according to their their desire to divorce the black 
' pamphlet. people (also biracial people and 
They are ardently supported Indians) becomes unrealistic, 
by Canada, Sweden, Denmark, according to Carstens. "Its sort 
and twelve other nations as well, of like scrambled eggs," ·sa_id 
each with different political Carstens, "once you've 
systems. · scrambled them, it's awfully 
Carstens said IDAF' s three hard to separate ·the yellow from 
~ajor concerns about South the white." 
Africa are: its "separate but no,t · Carstens said he believes that 
equal" society, black families America must realize the hand 
. are uprooted from their homes they. have had in South Africa's 
in South African cities · and situation. He· said that without 
villages (which Carstens re- the economic and political en-
ferred to as "an archipelago of couragement of the United 
internal-ghettos"), and more States, apartheid would either 
than half the children do not · be less of a problem, or- even 
live past the age _of five. nohexistent. 
Carstens said that the dab- Cars~ens stated, "The only 
orate system of puppeteers, way America could make 
referring to the white South amends, itwould be to have 
A fr i cans, have care f u 11 y comprehensive and mandatory 
groomed a system that caters sanctions." 
to the needs of the whites only. 
In order for blacks to work 
in South Africa, they need f 
AMER .a government passes that allow 
tnem to work in white '"'areas 
only. Thousands of blacks are 
_SAVIN-GS ON-CARPET- LIKE NEVER BEFORE! _-
-E_very ln~Stock_ Remnant ◄ ► ;TICKETS STILL ON SALE 
.. ~ : , 
589 o,s129A► • 
• I 
NONE HIGHER 
Sizes 9x12 to 12x18 
Largeror smal'ler sizes available at similar savings. 
Part-time sales 
help needed. 
, Woodbury Avenue (next . to D' Angelo's) Portsmouth, NH 431-6355 
Open Every Night· Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9 PM, Saturday 9 AM-6 PM, Sunday 12 Noon-6 PM 
UNH Students $11.50 
. . 
Non-students $15.00 
IDs Will Be 
Checked At The Door 
NO Alcohol, Cameras, or 
-Recording Equipment 
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♦ : , ♦ · Enjoy 6,200 square • i f;Afl(Lf1mNE~~ feet of Additional Space i 
1+ C E N T E R p I us... + 
: 13 Jenkins Ct. , . . ♦ 
+ Durham,NH03824 new equipment. . : 
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the· . . ,c . 
samero11·· 
camera including 
the new autofoc,us 
Seattle FilmWorks has ·adapted Kodak's professional Motion· 
Picture film for use in your 35mm camera. Now you can use the 
same film -with the same fine grain and rich color saturation -
Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude is 
perfect for everyday shots. You can capture special effects~ too. 
Shoot it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. What's· more, 
it's economical. And remember, Seattle Film Works lets you choose 
prints or slides, or both, from the same roll. 
Try this remarkable_ film today! 
"I have never seen better pictures. And I have been takingpictures 
for many, many years. Am 100% s9ld!" 
}ustin Buckley 
Panama City Beach, FL ---------·----
1 FREE Introductory Offer 1 D RUSH me two 20,exposure rol~s of Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. I I'd like a 2,roll starter pack including Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed I · 
1 
is $2 for postage and handling., 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed . 
1 NAME _ ___ _______________ _ 
I ADDRESS~---------~-- I 
I CITY __:_ _________ STATE ___ ZIP =====~ I 
~ I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 2471 I 
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box 34056 =-'nn,uSSOC1•n1111 I Seattle, WA 98124 Look lorlhissymbol whenyoushopbymail. I 
. Kodak, 524 7 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodalc Co, Seattle FibnWorlcs is wholly separate from the ~ufacturer. Process ECN-11 
I. .;F;;s~ ite= ili.i.iot;;0I=W - - - - - - .I 
PAGE TEN · THE t'-JEW HAMPSHIRE FRID,W, OCTOBER 9, 1987 
t. . 
i 
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The New · 
Banipshire 
is always looking for more writers 
if interested ..... 
consult with Cote (Beth) 
confer with Kumar (Jay) 
or 
argue with Alexa.nder (Bryan) 
( everyone else does) 
--WSBE--
(continued from page 2) 
sense in waiting to make a 
declaration concerning your 
major at the end of senior year." 
However, undeclared stu-
dents realize that entr-.ance into 
· the Whittemore School is not 
a simple process. 
Aldrich is concerned with the 
confusion. "One of my priori~ies 
is to ma.ke the whole process 
of getting yo\lrself through 
WSBE more predictable," she 
said. 
SANDLER 
(continued from page 1) 
"Hawaiian Night - Come for 
a Lei." She said that the gang 
rapes that have occurred at 
fraternity parties may be the 
''epitome of sexual .sadism." 
. Even the Little Sister pro-
grams at the fraternities on 
some campuses can contribute 
to the problem by putting 
women in the degrading posi-
tions of maids or dates for the 
brothers, according ·to Sandler. 
She asked why none of the 
fraternities have "Older Sister" 
programs. She also suggested 
that the fraternities should 
sponsor committees to study the 
issue of acquaintap.ce rape. 
Sandler said that use of alco-
hol and drugs by women at 
parties increases the likelihood 
that they may be raped, b-ut she 
stressed that one cannot then 
blame women for their rapes 
if they have been drinking. 
"Rape is not a woman's fault 
any more than a person having 
a stereo in their dormitory is 
responsible for the ... stealing 
of the stereo," she said. 
For part of her talk, Sandler 
gave advice first to the women 
in the audience and then to rrien. 
She told women they need to 
"set sexual limits" and "tell · 
(men) what we want and don't 
want." 
She advised them tc avoid 
staying out late at parties where 
men outnumber women. ''.Any 
guy can be a rapist," she said 
at one pofot, before taking it 
back and saying "lots of guys 
are potential rapists." 
,--------~------~----------~-,-~-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
! UNH l 
She told men to accept a 
woman's refusal of sex without 
taking it personally. She said 







Boxer Shorts $8 
T-Shirts $10 
Stop by Kappa Sigma or call 
868-9637 
Ask fpr CRAZY ELI 
SAE 
LITTLE. ·s1STERS 
·rlie-Rush is on! 
Open rush schedule 
Fall '87 
. Oct 12th . 8-10 pm 
Oct 19th 8-10 pm 
the same as a desire for sex. 
Sandler also made a clear 
distinction between seduction, 
where a woman is cajoled into 
agreeing to sex, and rape, where 
a woman is a·n unwilling 
partner. "Forced sex is rape and 
rape is violence, and it's illegal," 
she said. . 
Most people in the audience 
said they enjoyed Sandler's 
.. speech, which began shortly 
after 7:00 p.m., and the question 
and answer period which fol-
lowed_it . 
., Janet Santry, a senior Resi-
dent Assistant at Stoke Hall who 
was involved with the sexual 
assault case last semester, said 
programs like Sandler's have 
focused the proper attention on 
the issue. "The climate here is 
going to be a lot different," she 
said. "I had the feeling (before) 
that UNH didn't even care 
about acquaintance rape." 
Sandler is the director for the 
Project on the Status and Ed-
ucation of Women, Association 
of American Colleges. She has 
traveled extensively across the 
United States investigating 
. sexual assault and has co-
----------------------------•~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ authore
d two studies, "'Friends' 
Raping Friends: Could it 
An education for those who can't look the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you.At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full . 
potential. 
~ost of our programs are 
offered on a part-time and 
full-time basis and combine 
dassrciom theory with 
practical, hands-on 
experience. 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. 
Master of Education 
Programs· 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of 
Reading · _ 
• Curriculum and 
Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
Administration 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
Programs 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Exercise Sciences 
Athletic '!raining · 
· ijiomechanics 
Clinical Exercise Physiology 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation, Sport & 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabilitation Counseling 
• Speech-Language 




. • Elementary & Secondary 
School Teacher Preparation 





An equal opportunity/affirmative 
action university. 
Happen tq You?/' and "Campus 
Gang Rape: Party Games?." 
Citing an article in Washing- -
tonian magazine, UNH Pres-
ident Gordon Haaland intro-
duced her as one of the capital's 
100 most powerful women. · 
· Enjoy · . 
Safer Sex 
· QUALITY TROJAN® BRAND 
Condoms by Mail! 
Total Confidentiality is Assured! 
No one needs to know.· Now you can 
purchase quality Trojan® Brand Condoms 
discreetly and cont identially through the 
- maiL All orders shipped immediately* in 
plain wrapper. 
Send check or money order to: 
GMS.
 P.O. Box 142A 
Company Lengby, MN 56651 , , 
Please rush in plain wrapper: 
□ 3 for 52.25 □ 9 for 56.00 □ 24 for s12.oo 
□ 6 for S4.25 D 12 for '7.50 
Add $1.00 for shipping and handling 
, Name ___________ . 
Address_· _________ _ 
City _____ State __ Zip __ 
• Allow 7 additional days for orders accompanied 









UNH SKI CLUB 
0-rganizational Meeting 
Tues. Oct. 13, 6:3,0pm 
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Zoning enforcement is pretense 
This week the town of Durham abused 
the power of its zoning ordinance, and 
revealed an insensitivity to the unique 
characteristics of the student community 
by forcing . Theta Chi to disassemble. and 
discard a boat from their front yard. Thomas 
Perry, code enforcement officer, said that 
townspeople had complained that it was 
an "eyesore." . . · 
Alpha, without addressing other "problem" 
. areas, then it becomes obvious that the town 
is r:io~ ~eccessa~ily as iqterested in safety 
as 1t. 1s m cleaning up what it perceives to 
be v:1sual pollution. Given that this is the 
most likely case, two other questions a:rise: 
What is an "eyesore''?_; and, What does that 
say about the town government's attitude 
toward the UNH student community? 
truck, yet insist on the removal of the Theta 
Chi boat, while ignoring violations perhaps 
just down the roa9- from either house, then 
the town has dictated its will inconsistently 
and unfairly. This iss'ue goes far beyond 
just the greek houses involved, but is an 
indication t_o the-rest of the ·student body 
of how the selectmen. view_ the refationship 
between the University and the town. 
In the past couple of weeks, presidents 
· of all the greek houses have received letters 
from Perry, backed by the town selectmen, 
threate11ing to enforce an old ordinance 
· on the books which prohibits vehicles 
parked within ·20 .feet of the public right 
of way (See ~tory on· page 5 ). . 
The town ordinance could apply to many 
parking situations within the commercial 
resident district of Durham, but the town 
see,ms to be content with getting rid of just 
that distasteful boat. The Pi Kappa Alpha 
fire engine is also on the list of vehicles 
that must be moved or face the $50 per day 
Theta Chi disassembled its "eyesore;,, . 
a ten:I?orary fixtur~ for rush, by Oct. 5, as 
specified by Perry s letter. According to 
John Hurney, president of The.ta Chi, they ' 
wanted to donate the boat as firewood for 
the Homecoming bonfire. But Durham 
insisted the boat end up as kindling at the 
dump, r.ather than stand t~e sight of it a 
The attitude of the town government 
toward the community of students may 
easily be summed up by relating the account 
of a UNH student who asked the town clerk 
for a yearly town report. The response was 
that the town "doesn't give them out to 
students, just residents." 
~fine. 
few more weeks until Homecoming. · 
~nothe_r veh~cle threatened by the 
ord_mance ts the Pt Kappa Alpha fire engine, 
whteh has been an institution itself for the 
pa?t ten years. Wh~t the town sees as a piece 
of Junk to be moved~ the brothers and alumni 
of PKA see as a ti~e honored symbol. · 
· If the town insists on arbitrarily enforcing 
the ordinance at Theta Chi and Pi Kapp~ .. 
Should the town recognize, as it should 
the tradition of t_h~ Pi Kappa Alpha fir~ 
The town still has an "us" vs. "them" 
attitude, despite the efforts 'made la~t 
semester by the town go_wn committee, 
formed to address the Durham-UNH 
relationship. It is obvious to nearly every 
student that the town of Durham still 
perceives students as a group to be watched, 
ticketed, carded, ZOf1:ed, and fined. 
· Cheerleader 
To the Editor: 
As a cheerleader, I was angry to 
read Tuesday's editori~l, "Oh the 
lighter side- Energetic, yet Inef-
fectual." In fact, if I had to think 
of a title for what I want to say, it 
would have to be, "On the lighter 
side- Intellectual, yet Uninformed." 
The editor stated mariy harsh 
comments about the cheerleaders, 
all but one I disagree with. 
First of all, the editor stated that 
th,e cheerleaders work hard, yet they 
should learn the rules of football. 
He or she recalled an incident two 
weeks ago when ·the cheerleaders 
did a "push 'em back" cheer fol-
lowing a good running play by 
UNH. I have looked .over our list 
of sideline cheers and cannot find 
o_ne that says "push 'em back." 
However, I do recall a cheerleader 
making the mistake of starting a 
defense cheer when UNH had the 
ball at that game. I remember this 
incident because it does not happen 
very often, maybe 2 or 3 times a 
season. 'The UNH cheerleaders do 
know the rules of football. Everyb-
ody makes mistakes: cheerleaders, 
football players, even newspaper 
reporters. · 
I realize that our style of cheer-
leading cannot please everyone. All 
I can say is that before this semester 
started, the cheerleaders decided 
that we were really going to try to 
get the crowd involved this season. 
We threw away all old chee·rs with 
long verses to make all cheers easy 
to understand and learn. We taught 
many cheers to the march_ing band 
and during games they are always 
s 
eager to learn new ones. We have 
been pleased to notice a significant 
increase _in crowd participation so 
far, and are striving for even more. 
The editor's solution was a "pre-
recorded tape of cheers, time re-
leased confetti and little plastic 
footballs automatically ejected into 
the crowd:" I can't help but picture 
such a scene coming from George 
Orwell's 1984. Anyway, who will 
pay for it? We have no money, and 
have to pay for all of our uniforms, 
sneakers, and sweats ourselves. 
There isn't even money fpr a coach. 
What gets me angry the most is 
the fact that UNH faculty and 
students who have never been to 
a game now have the editor's image 
of "a dozen or so scantily clad, 
goose-pimpled women, an energetic 
yet ineffectual body of bodies." This 
is an image pairrted by a writer who · 
obviously has not been to very many 
football games and knows little 
about the subject he/she wrote 
about on Tuesday. 
The UNH Cheerleaders always 
appreciate input and new ideas on 
how to get the crowd more involved. 
After all, we are there for UNH 
football fans. Therefore, I urge the 
editor to contact me if he or she 







I wanted to take this opportunity 
to extend my appreciation to the 
University of New Hamps~_ire _for 
·- ,r'-. 
a warm and inspiring recepuo~ last 
Thursday. I enjoyed participating 
in "The Year of the Presidency" 
ser_ies, and having the opportunity 
to speak about the "The Nature -of 
the Presidency." I found it inspiring ·· 
to see such a large turnout at the 
event and I think h demonstrates 
a general excitement and interest 
in our democratic process. 
As I entered the Strafford Room 
in the MUB, I notic~d that the 
Student Senate was involved iii a 
voter registration dri:ve. Oft~n these 
exercises are a battle against student 
apathy, but for their part the 
Student Senate seems to be wim1ing. 
The material, information, and 
_student involvement in this drive 
strikes me as well thought out and 
., imaginative. The-involvement of 
young and new voters is a vital part 
of our democratic process. One 
aspect of the New Hampshire 
Presidential Primary that is long 
lasting is its excitement that ge_µer-
ates involvement. It is my hope that 
· my campaign in New Hampshire 
can encourage people i:o become 
involved in the political process, 
and I urge everyone to participate 
by working with the Student Senate 
registering to vote, and encouraging 
others to do so. · 
Again, I would like to thank you 
for inviting me to speak on campus, 
and I hope that the UNH commun-
ity continues to stay involved in 




An open letter to Robert Durling 
and the New Hampshire staff: 
We feel your "cartoon" entitled 
· "Jumpin Jake", published in tne 
October 6th issue of the New 
Hampshire, fosters the ignorance 
and harmful attitudes on this 
campus regarding women, sexuality 
and rape. This strip was offensive 
to those of us, men and women, who 
are striving to eradicate this ignor-
ance: It also perpetuates a stereo-
type :V~ich conveniently passes off 
sexual abuse as casual sex-;-.renderjng 
it acceptable, even expectable be-
havior. We are ex.tremely disap-
pointed with The New Hampshire 
staff for publishing this "comic 
strip" and their contiuned insen-
sitivity regarding this issue. 
Jane Stapleton Scott C..Fish 
Michael Steck Pam Gerwe 
~argaret Walton _ Kim Simonds 
The· New BaDlpshire 
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief 
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor 
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor 
PAUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor 
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor 
G.THOMAS ALEY, Forum Ec::litor 
- STEPHEN SKOBELEFF, Managing Editor 
JAY 'KUMA-R, News Editor 
RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor 
MARK HAMIL TON, Photo Editor 
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University Foru·m 
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Take Pride 
By C~rol Bischoff 
For many people at UNH, the environment is 
a ~ital part of their experience and a major reason 
· for choosing to study and work here. 
_ Unfortunately, there is increasing evidence that 
proper ·care is not being taken to preserve this source 
of pride. Littering and vandalism not only spoil 
the landsc;ape visibly, but show blatant disregard 
for other· people and property. Unnecessary time 
and money must be spent by the University pi~king 
up after those who thtow ice cream cones outside 
the dining halls and trash out the windows of the 
residence halls, lessening the opportunity to use 
resources in more creative and productive ways. -
A group ofstudents and staff members, concerned 
about preserving their campus and finding ways 
to improve its appea.rance, have formed the UNH 
Pride Committee. Throughout the summer·, thi~ 
group has met to identify problems and discuss 
possible ways oLdealing with them. Of particular 
concern is littering, especially aro~nd dining and 
residence halls, vandalism i,n the buildings, and 
the mai:iy"goat paths" across green lawns. In 
addition, unsightly and overflowing dumpsters, 
poor walkway conditions and · inadequate signage 
are areas that need improvement. Where possible, ' 
practical solutions such as more attractive and more 
available dumpsters are being investigated. Campus 
signage is being addressed by the University 
administration in an effort to help provide a more 
attractive and consistent graphic identity for UNH. 
Safe walkways are a priority. Improvements on . 
· them are being made as funding becomes available. 
The most fundamental change, however, must 
take place with every member of the UNH 
- community. If we could eliminate the careless 
attitude that causes some of the proble~ns, we would 
automatically improve the appearance fo the campus. 
Time and money spent on these problems could 
be better spent on beautification of the campus 
in the form of plantings, sculpture,· or refurbishing. _ 
While th~re's still work to be done in finding 
ways to improve the appearance of campus, there 
is a way for everyone to begin helping now. Each 
indiv~dual must take responsibility to ~espect and 
protect the campus property--your property--and 
celebrtate the beauty 'of the Durham campus .. 
Carol Bischoff is the 
chairperson of the UNH Pride 
Committee 
' As I entered the Granite 
State Room on Monday 
evening to listeri to Doris 
Kearns Goodwin speak, I 
realized that I was only one 
of a handful of students 
attending this event. Good-
win is a Harvard professor, 
accomplished author, pol-
itical . analyst, and was 
formerly a close staff 
member of Preside~t Lyn-
don Johnson whose pres-· 
entation was second in a 
series called "The Year of 
the Presidency." I enjoyed 
this interesting and enter-
taining _lecture; however 
I was disappoint_ed by the · 
student body turnout. I 
spent most of the time 
before the lecture attempt~ 
ing to justify the lack of 
students present after be-
ing questioned by many 
. faculty and citizens from 
the surrounding areas. 
This series, along with 
other important political 
figures who are coming to 
speak, offer UNH students 
a unique experience un-
matched by many s·chools. 
- It has been stated that 70% 
of what students learn is 
outs{de of the classroom. 
However, this ,holds true 
only if we take advantage 
of the activities presented 
_by the University. 
In the September 18 
issue of The New Hamp-
shire, Charlie Jones issued 
a student challenge refer-
ring to our general educa-
tion. I would like to issue 
- a -similar challenge for 
everyone to t~ke the time 
to attend these extra-
curricular activities offered 
by the U nivers.ity free of 
charge. Y 9u will be sur-
prised by the amount of 
knowledge you can acquire 
in one night. Future pres-
entations will involve pre-
sidential candidates, Dur.,. 
ham Town Council 
candidates, etc. By attend.:. 
ing these functions, you 
will alloV.: yourself to make 
open-minded and intelli-
Q!J[J[][J[] 
By Peter W aisgerber 
gent decisions durfog·the 
upcoming elections. By the 
way, if you are not yet 
registered to vote, there 
is still time (but it is 
running out). For informa-
tion concerning registra-
tion, sto_p by the Senate 
office. 
The · opportunities to 
listen and learn from peo-
ple like Doris Kearns 
Goodwin are here;1 but we 
have to make the effort to 
walk.down to the MUB and 
witness these events. 
Maybe after attending a 
couple of these, you wil not 
come horne and bitch about 
the parking situation or 
manditory fees, but rather 
tell your roommate about · 
the famous author o/ pre-
sid~ntial candidate you just 
met. Howeve~, it is up -to 
you! . 
Peter Waisgerber ij a Junior 
Political S,cience major 
• 
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Use' your Tweeter Charge Card to buy any 
stereo· or video comp_onent · right now and don't 
make your first payment until January, · 1988!* 
Home stereos. Portable stereos .. Car stereos. TV monitors. VCRs. Hornne:· -~:.~;,:--_:_:•_._:J~;;-~ 
entertainmet'lt furniture. Videotape. Buy anything we sell using _ _ m 
h~~r;~~~; ~~a;5~~~d_,a~~/~~J:i~~~~~~8~ make your /:'It. 
Don't worry. You won;t find artificially high prices. In fact, we're 
offering weekly super-specials. on car stereo components all 
month tong. And, as usual, everything we sell is covered by our 
30-day best-price guarantee. · 
"What if I don't have a· Tweeter Charge Card?'' 
· Apply for one! Ifs simple, fast and painless. But hurry .....:. if you · 
want to delay your payments until next year, you have to make 
your purchase before November 1st! · · 
. One Week Car Stereo Super-Specials! (Good ThrolJgh October 18th) 
. . 
High-Qutput Alpine Amplifier. 35 w /ch. a _reliable amp with 
very lowdistortion. For those who think loud. (3517) 
$159 
. Alpine CD Player/Tuner. 
The ultimate in high 
performance - hiss-free digital 
sound for your car! Programmable. 
Includes high-performance tuner. 
Fantastic (7901 ). · 
5599 · 
Alpine High-Power 
·'Theft-Proof· Cassette ' 
Receiver. Slides easily 
out of dash when not 
in use. 16 w /ch amp, 
Dolby, top-of-the-line -tuner. 
(7283) 
Alpine Car Cassette Receiver with top-of-the-line tuner, 
high-performance cassette player, Europe~n styling. A best seller. 
Delayed Payment Offer Ends Novembe.r 1st, 1987. 
D 
Not responsible for typograph,cal errors. 
• For quahf,ed ,customers us,ng the Tweeter Charge Card 
Alpine 6x9-lnch 2-Way Car Speakers. These high-
output speak,~rs w.iJI play very 
. . [ou'dly with~ minimal power . 
. , (6294). ,, 
Alpine 5-lnch 2-Way 
Car Speakers. Fits in most 
doors, or on rear deck. One of 
our best sellirig car speakers. (6258). 
$79 Alpine Amplifier. 18 w/ch, J'he perfect way . to make a good system sound great! (3505). -
NASHUA 
s20· Amherst Street 880-7300 
SOUTH NASHUA. 
Pheasant Lane Mall 888-7900 
M~NGTON .· 
Fox Run Mall 431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
- Mall of New Hampshire 627-4600 
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October Music 
By Jim Carroll 
The music department has 
loaded up its calendar of events 
for the month of October, 
_ offering fifteen workshops, 
concerts, and recitals. If one 
wanted to see them all it might 
prove to be a bit too exhausting, 
but there should be at least 
something to please everyone. 
· October 's events began this 
past Saturday with an all day 
workshop of teachers of 
stringed instruments. This com-
. ing Saturday will see another 
· all day workshop, t_his time for 
piano teachers. Another all day 
series of workshops and classes 
will be held Saturday the 17th: 
"UNH Flute Day." 
Sunday the-11th will see a 
continuation of the Faculty 
Concert Series with a perfor-
mance by the Hampshire Con-
sort, along with the UNH 
student Concert Choir, at 8 p.m. 
in the Johnson Theater (JT) of 
the Paul Creative Arts Center 
(PCAC). Other faculty concerts 
this month. will include a per-
formance by I:.arry Veal and 
Christopher Kies on Tuesday 
the 13th at 8 p.m. in the JT, and 
a performance by Dave Seiler 
and Christopher Kies on Tues-
day the 20th at .8 p.m. in the JT. 
Student performances and 
recitals will be abundant this 
month. On Saturday the 17th 
the UNH Vocal Ensemble, the 
NH Notables, and a student jazz 
ensembl~ will perform at 8 p.m. 
in the JT. On Sunday the 18th 
the Symphonic-Band and the 
Symphony Orchestra will per-
form at 8 p.m. in the JT. The 
UNH_ Wind Symphony will 
perform on Thursday the 22nd 
· at 8 p.m. in the JT. Parents 
weekend will be the · occasion 
for a concert by bcith the UNH 
Jazz Band and the Jazz Vocal 
Ensemble on Saturday the 24th 
at 8 p.m. in the JT. 
Also this month will be a 
recital by music students on 
Tuesday the 20th at 1 p.m. in 
the Bratton Recital Hall of 
· PCAC, and a performance of 
student Jazz Combos one week 
later . at 8 p.m., also in the 
Bratton Recital Hall. 
- The Traditional Jazz Series 
will continue this month with 
a performance by Mark Marka-
vorich on Monday the 19th at 
8 p.m. in the Strafford Room 
of the MUB. . 
Probably the biggest event 
of the month. of October will 
be a performance by Dutch 
· soprano Elly Ameling on Sun-
day the 25th at 7 p.m. in the JT. 
Amelings event will be the fifth 
e_yent in the 1987-88 Celebrity 
Series. 
These are the cornucopia of 
October music events from 
which one can choose. Choose 
one, or several, and there cer-
tainly won't be any dissappoint-
ment. 
Salem 66 AtMub Pub 
Salem 66, Beth Kaplan, Jim Vincent, Tim Condon, and Judy Grunwald,"appear tomorrow night 
in the Mub Pub along with local favorites Random Factor. Tickets will be available at the door, 
$3 for student; with IDs .and $5 for the general public. The concert kicks off at 8 p.m. . .. 
By Arthur Lizie 
The most vibrant image 
which Salem 66 conjures in the 
mind's eye is one of witches and 
witchcraft. Maybe it's because 
of their name, for we all know 
what happened a few miles 
down the road in good ol' Salem, 
MA, or maybe it's because the 
group usually are wearing black 
and are' rarely seen during the 
day. Irregardless, many people 
find the band spellbinding 
Salem 66 fly into Durham 
tomorrow night to enchant the 
Mub Pub along with local fa-
vorites Random Factor. The 
band promise to be nothing if 
not visually and aurally inter-
esting. 
ln live reviews- of the band, 
Craig Lee of the Los Angeles 
Times found them "a study in 
texture and dynamics ... they can 
also rock . hard," and Mikal · 
Gilmore of the Los Angeles 
Herald Examiner concluded, "If 
I'm knocked out by their playing 
and .singing, their songs abso-
lutely slay me ... as goo.cl as an-
ything I've heard from this city." 
As one might surmise from 
Gilmore's review, the band are 
not natives of L.A., rather, they 
hail from Boston. The band 
began in 1982 with guitarist/ 
vocalist Judy Grunwald and 
bassist/vocalist Beth Kaplan 
who were soon joined by 
drummer Susan Merriman. The 
band got their breaks playing 
live dates with bands such ·as 
Flipper and Mission of Burma. 
July 1984 saw the band's first 
release, a self titled EP on 
Homestead Records. Touring 
continued while the band re-
leased a single ; "A-cross The 
Sea," in late '84 followed by a 
foll length album, A Ripping 
Spin in September 1985. 
The spring of this year s·aw 
the departure of drummer Merri~· 
man, who· was replaced by Jim 
Vincent as the band also added 
a second guitarist, Tim Condon, 
to the lineup. Spring also saw 
the release of the band's second 
.LP entitled Frequency And 
'
Urgency," produced by Ethan 
James (-fIREHOSE, Phranc, 
:sonic Youth, Minutemen) . . 
. . Tomorrow night finds the~ 
I 
band in the Mub Pub with' 
I 
Random Factor. The show starts , 
at 8 p.m. and is an affordable f 
$3 for students with IDs and $5 
for everyone else. The Pub rocks 
·again with this event co-
sponsored by MUSO and 
WUNH. 
Ellis' Attraction Is Trash 
about a new contest to see who 
can write the worst first, second, 
third, fourth, fifth, etc. sentences 
to actual novels? We could call 
it the Bret Easton Ellis contest 
and say that it was inspired by 
his latest novel The Rules of 
Attraction. 
~-This book should not be cut 
d'6~n too badly, but the more 
I think about it the more difficult 
it becomes to build it up at all,' 
mont) for Lauren. Sean is the 
epifomy of a character that is 
a beatnick for the 80's. "Rock 
n' Roll" and "deal with it" are 
two things that he always says 
yet never does. If he did maybe 
it would add a tinge of plot. 
Dutch soprano Elly Ameling will appear Sunday, October 17 
at 7 p.m. in the Johnson Theater as part of the 1987-88 
Celebrity Series. Tickets are $8 for students; $10 for faculty 
- - in an:y way. The book exists 
purely for shock value and once 
weekend excursions to Boston 
when their mother visits or 
New Y~rk when their father 
dies. It se\ms to be more of a 
study into the nature of the 
characters than anything else, 
as if Ellis collected all of the 
characters in his English papers 
together and decided· to make 
a novel.✓ The only time I felt that 
the novel was moving and might · 
actually go somewhere was 
when Sean gets Lauren preg-
nant and they drive around the 
Northeast antil their drugs run 
out. But much to the novel's 
Lauren is an attractive student 
who is looking for a decent 
sexuahwartner or any sexual 
partner fo satisfy her below par 
sexual needs until the guy she 
really loves, Victor, comes back 
from Europe to sweep her off 
her feet. Sex isn't something 
that Laur~n enjoys, rather, it · 
is something that she got used 
to and can't really do without. 
Victor, who slept with her 
several times, does not even 
remember her name when he 
gets backtom Europe. . 
for the general public. (Tamara Bloch photo) 
Bret Easton Ellis 
The Rules of Attraction 
By John Knowles 
What do we truly define trash 
to be? Two week old pizza crust 
found under a pile of papers on 
the floor which could be used 
as a door knocker? Well, after 
seeing some of the pop art of 
today I could probably nan:ie it 
"Pepper anq Mushroom Men-
age:· and sel1 it fpr at least a 
couple thousand in some insig-
nificant art gallery on Newbury 
St. in Boston. What even t!:-ie 
artist may consider trash may -
be seen as art by the masses. 
Pizza crusts, well, maybe not, 
but certainly many novels that 
have been written. There is even 
a contest called the Bullwer-
Lytton contest to see who can 
write the worst opening sent-
ence to -would-be novels. How 
you go beyond that, you realize 
that you've turned the last page. 
It has all the value of a finger-
paint study done with peanut 
butter and jelly. But, just as then~ 
was an artist who was able to 
create such a work, there is also 
probably at least one other 
person who is willing to buy the 
work. 
The novel itself conta1ns 
many characters, most of whom 
'occur only once or twice as 
opposed to the three · main 
figures Paul, Lauren, and Sean. 
There is no plot. The characters 
never go anywhere except for 
. monotony they return to cam-
pus where she· hopes to pay for 
the abortion with a credit card. 
Paul is a homosexual who 
goes to parties and makes eyes 
across the room at guys all night 
and then gets upset when they 
leave with a girl. Sean is a bi-
sexual who has an affair with 
Paul but then dumps him the 
weekend of the "Dress to Get 
Screwed Party" ( a real -event 
that took place every year on 
the campus of Ellis's alma mater 
Bennington College in Ver-
Ellis creates a pre-yuppie soap 
opera on a college campus m1xed 
together with a lot ot sex and 
drugs. The characters are a 
bunch of wealthy brats from 
NYC off at college in Camden, 
New Hamps~ire ~hich isn't 
ELLIS, page 19 





By Arthur Lizie 
Substance is a rather odd 
name for a double album which 
only contains twelv~ songs, 
especially ·when only one of 
them is previously unreleased. 
Are the 12" mixes included, here 
the otllly substance that New 
Order'has released? Don't some 
of the better songs from the 
albums count for anything? In 
spite of these eternat questions, 
the substance that is here is 
worthwhile-. 
Substance traces New Order 
from their early days as Joy 
Divsion ("Ceremony") right up 
to their present reign as dance 
club kings and queens ("True 
Faith"). The album is not as 
much a greatest hits album as 
it is a collection of their most 
popular 12" singles . The 
group's best song, "Age Of 
Consent" from "Power, Corrup-
tion, and Lies" is not even 
included in the collection. 
All of the songs pretty much 
sound the same. If you like 
"Temptation," you'll probably 
like "Thieves Like Us" and if 
you like that, you'll probably like 




By Marc Mamigonian 
It goes without saying that 
Mick Jagger, along with his 
contemporaries Bob Dylan, Paul 
McCartney, John Lennon, Pete 
Townsend, and Eric Clapton, 
is 0n~ of the prime movers of 
modern rock. However, past 
greatness i_s no guarantee of 
current success or quality, as 
Jagger's-first solo album- not 
to mention the last couple 
Stones albums- proved. When 
I heard Jagger's new single 
"Let's Work", I thought "Oh, 
great- another lame effort from 
Mick. It's obvious he can't make 
it without the Stones, so get back 
together." Well, I still 'feel the 
same way about "Let's Work"-
it sounds Uke it should be on 
the Mick· /agger Jazzercise Al-
bum, except fr has the further 
audacity to actually be preachy 
("Lees work, kill poverty") -
but the rest of his new album 
Primitive Cool is a pleasant 
surprise. _ · 
Let's get one thing straight; 
this is not a Rollipg Stones 
_ album, nor is it mean~ to be, so 
good stuff in spite of the fact 
that every song features a vo-
calist with as much range as Bill 
Buckner, and the same bleeping 
bass, resonant drums, guitar 
splashes, and swirling layers of 
keyboards on practically every 
track. It's often too mechanical 
but sometimes the band does 
mangage to let on that they may 
be humans with a bit of emotion 
in them by adding a little ~.9ul. 
The_ best Sf' ngs r. =re ate the 
two written witL nixmaster 
Arthur Baker, ''Confusion" and 
"Thieves Li~'.: Us." Both have 
attractive flor ting melodies and 
an overload of dancy rhythms. 
There are a few previously-
unavailable-on-LP songs here 
including "Blue Monday" The 
first time that I listened to the 
12" of this, I didn't know if the 
speed was 33 1/ 3 or 45 and 
actually enjoyed it· at the worng 
speed for quite a while. This 
record's a 33 1/3. , 
Substance is not a compre-
hensive anthology as one might 
· hope, but it is a useful codlpi-
lation to pick up if you don't 
have the cash to pick up all of 
the 12" inch mixes. It's not a 
record you can really listen to 
in one sitting, but will probably 
fill up some good space at a 
party. 
any comparisons to -Stones 
albums are null and void. It 
would be too easy to say "Well, 
this isn't half as good as Tattoo 
You, or Exile On Main Street, 
or Between the Buttons. Jagger 
obviously realizes the futility 
of trying to outdo his legendary 
past, and instead, ha:s settled 
down and made a very enjoyable 
album. The first cut, "Throw-
away," sees Jagger poking fun 
at his own playboy image: "Used 
to play the Casanova/Smoother 
than the Bassa Nova ... ! use 
cheap champagne, brief affairs 
and backstage love/But a love 
like this is much too good to ever 
throw away" (addressed, per-
haps, to Jerry Hall?). 
, Other standout tracks include 
the ballad "Say You Will" (the 
man singing lines like "I need 
a lover surely as I need a friend" 
is not the same man who used 
to howl "Look at that stupid 
girl"), the nasty "Shoot of Your 
Mouth," and "Kow Tow," which 
includes the line "The wicked 
lay stones in my path/ And 
friends who are snakes. in the 
grass," which sounds suspicious-
ly like it is aimed at his ex-band 
mates. 
Echo Returns Stronger 
Echo and The Bunnymen 
Sire Records 
· By Arthur Lizie 
Few British bands are able to 
live up to the expectations put 
forth by their haircuts, but_ Echo 
and The Bunnymen are one of 
those few. Over the eight years 
or so that they have been in the 
spotlight, the band has consist-
ently grown and expanded upon · 
their initially very limited abil-
ities. L,ike all change and self 
risk, some has been for the 
better, some for the worst. 
Echo and The Bunnymen, 
aside from the fact that they 
used the same title for an EP 
a few years back, is another 
positive progression in the 
band's career. It is a bold step 
that has gained the band some 
hew fans and lost some of the 
old. The growth here is not all 
too radical, but it is enough so 
that some people who purport 
to like progressive music, as in 
progress and growth, aren't 
sticking with the band now that saidj'Beware' he said/ if you 
they are trying to change a bit. and Mary Chain and The don't you might end up .dead." 
The band has not sold out, who Smiths, recently deceased, have Even though we're all going to 
would buy them? _ been able to out indulge Echo end up dead whether we like it 
The most startling difference at their own game. Another or not, perhaps Ian was thinking 
between this album and earlier reason could be the band's he should take the time to smell 
Bunnymen works is in the lyrics. ~ producer Laurie Latham, who, the roses before burning out like 
Where before we were constant- aside from producing 198 5 's his hero Jimmy Morrison and 
ly baraged with self serving, half "Bring On the Dancing Horses" others. . _ 
comical, pseudo-depressing lyr- for the band, has also produc~d The Doors' keyboardist Ray 
ics, now we are treated to self Squeeze and Paul Young, not. "Gee man, like, I can feel, you 
serving., half comical, pseudo- e·xactly the most bombastic of know, like the same vibes 
uplifting lyrics. Lead sing~r Ian artists. . . _ . around Ian as I did around Jim. 
- McCulloch has divested himself The band 1s rn frne form ·wild, you know" Manzerek 
of the evil spirits which intro- throughout. Singer and under- makes a guest appearance on 
ducing too many foreign sub- , rated guitarist Ian McCulloch the album and actually adds to 
stances too often to the body has lost none of his edge1, the sound. A reworked version 
can cause and seems the better guitarist Will Sergeant realizes of "Bedbugs and Ballyhoo" 
for it. · he c'annot be The Edge, Pete appears here with the floating 
The music is pretty much the DeFritas has returned to the Doors keyboards and sounds _ 
same Bunnymen fare, even_ flock after going over the edge pretty cool. Ray, these guys don't 
though the band s_eems to have and quitting the band a while rock anymore, can _ you light 
. - lost their will to rock. Nowhere back, and bassist Les Pattinson their fire? 
to be found is any song with as is just sort of present. This ·album is respectable 
much force as "The Cutter," The first single "New Direc- coming when it does in the 
, "Never Stop," or even "Over tion" is the closest thing that band's career, it's just that the . 
The Wall.''. For those about to the band comes to actually band can ill aHord to put out 
rock, we salute you, 'cause the rocking. It's an enjoyable song - 'the same record next time 
Bunnyrfienare no longer going in spite of the intrusive back- around. If they continue to 
to. ground vocals. A key to the change aµd progress on the next 
This new found penchant for Bunnymen's riew found outlook album as they have on every 
the quieter things in life may on life might .be found in the other, they should be around for 
in part be due to an admittance lines, "Inside of my head/I heard ·-- a long time, but if they stagnate, 
that youngsters such as Jesus -w h a t t h e g o o d 1 o r d the end just might be at hand. 
Jag!Jer's Still Cool 
The album's standout cut is , 
the title track, "Primitive Cool." 
Jagger looks back on his life in 
the form of a dialogue with his 
child, who asks "Did you walk 
cool in the sixties, daddy? /Did 
you fight in the war/Did you 
break all the laws that were 
ready to crumble ... Does ir-all 
have some strange meaning/Or 
ts- it all so much flotsam and 
jetsam? /I said, 'oh, yeah!" 
No small amount of credit' 
should go to the crack band that 
Jagger assembled for this album, 
including Jeff Beck and Dave 
Stewart, who also so-produced 
several of the songs (Stewart 
·. produces for everybody, these 
days). Anyw3:y, don't be put off 
by the feeble "Lets Work"; there 
is some good stuff here, and 
Mick Jagger can still walk cool 
when he puts his mind to it. 
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RaiJwayAcross Atlantic 
1---ELLIS, .......... _ 
( continued from page 17) 
reaily ·a college at all but acrua)ly · 
four years of switching majors 
till they have to deal with reality. 
If this is how they deal with 
college then I would hate to see 
them deal with reality. Their 
college years, are passed by 
care: about things, much .in the 
same way th~t the characters 
act. This was very effective but 
perhaps not necessary because -
once yout care for the character 
disappears, the novel loses its 
Railway Children . ren make good U'S~of a little 
Reunion Wilderness catchiness, a lot of tricky sub-
tlety, and good old-fashioned 
Virgin Records solid songwriting. There's no-
By T im Thornton thing here that's intended -to 
You've never seen this band blow your socks -off, just 11 
on MTV. You've probably never evasive cuts that quietly bleed 
listened to them on any major with the band's attitude of 
radio station, or for that matter strong significance anci satis-
have never even heard of The faction. -
Railway Children. This is un- "A Gentle Sound," the 
fortunate, because consequently group's first American single, 
you have missed the best music leads off the album and proves 
to cross the Atlantic in 1987. \itself a simplistic masterpiece. 
Reunion Wilderness, pro- Guitari~t Brian Bateman wastes 
duced intelligently by the band nothing; hi dumps all the gaudy 
members- themselves, is remin- extras and lays down clean lines 
iscent of The Smtihs and early of eccen trically accurate riffs. 
80~s--fJ.vis Costello. The 'Child- __ The first few songs (check out 
J . 
"The Firs t Notebook," ''Care-
ful") follow this care.free easy~ 
going pattern, but after a few 
listenings, the darker side of the 
'Children is detected creeping 
its way slowly to the surface, 
craftily buried somewhere with-
in the mix. This trick works 
brilliantly for awhile, but some-
where around the middle of the 
album it falls apart, and to steal 
from the band's own lyrics, "It 
just becomes so vague." 
Reunio1,1,n ·wilderness fin-
ishes strnngly with "Big Hands 
of Freedom," a song that fades 
in gently and rings out with -
overwhelming power before you 
even realize it has come and 
gone, and the Alarm-like "Dar-
kness and Colour," a closing 
prayer performed _by a single 
voice and lone guitar. 
Production-wise, Gary New-
by' s vocals could be a touch 
stronger as the words and their 
meanings get lost in the shuffle 
on occasion. I suggest as well 
that The Railway Kids get 
themselves a real drummer, as 
the overly,.mechanical drum 
tracks do nothing but flaw the 
precise reverb that some engi-
_neer with the magic touch 
ca~efully incorporated iqto the 
mlX. 
It appears that The Railway 
Children, and the success of 
' creating a series of little crisises, 
not big ones that can't be 
handled, but a series of little 
ones that they can bitch about 
to their "triends" conveu.iently 
and thus add some drama to 
their lives. 
The only thing that was well 
done and described was a suicide 
of an insignificant character 
who was mGtre,.,interesting than 
all of the other" characters put 
together, even though the scene 
took up all of a half page. She 
sits in a bathtub full of warm 
water and somberly drags a 
. razor across her wrists and 
ankles watch1ng the blood "jet 
· out literally ... turning the water 
pink" as she fades out of con.: 
sciousness. As if this weren't 
enough to depress you, he tells 
you later in the week that she 
eve~Q.t a letter in her mailbox, 
along with all the others, telling · 
her-that she was dead. 
Ellis definitely overstates and 
runs amok with the shock value 
which grows thin very early- in 
the novel. Soon the thin plot 
gets you to break down and not 
Reunion Wilderness, will live 
or die by the road. The 'Children some exposure. There was no 
are a virtual unknown on these promotional material released 
shores, and in order to get any with the album, and when l 
airplay or some type of follow- spoke with a representative at 
ing here in the states they must Virgin, I wa$ told that there 
· .launch a major college tour, or · were no touring plans in sight. 
at the very least hook on as a It would be a shame to see a band 
suppqrting act with an estab- with this much potential flop 
lished band that will gain them __ d~e _to poor management or 
) 
. edge. It becomes a morbidly 
repetitive schedule· of living day 
by day. I find that this would 
be much· more interesting. to 
read about than experience, 
seeing as · how the novelty and 
fear of experiencing it wears 
itself off all too quickly to be 
able to drag throughout ~h<;! 
novel ifr this state. 
The manner in which he 
organized the novel as a series 
of narratives by the characters 
works well as both a transition 
from character to character and 
as insights into the characters 
themselves such as when two 
characters describe the same 
event in two different ways. The 
novel ends on a note in which 
. you find yourself asking "Is this 
it n or maybe "Where's the 
second volume?" It drops off 
in the middle of nowhere which 
is also the place thflt it picked 
up or so Ellis would have you 
believe. The only question this 
novel leaves me to ask is "Is this 
t_he Pepsi Generation?" And if 
so why did they switch from 
Coke? 
improper promotion. 
The Railway Kids will have 
to wait, and then wait some · 
more as -all new kids on the block 
must do in this business. "This 
could be a bad choice/for one 
of us," sings Gary Newby on the 
band's debut disc. 
· But it isn't. 
You are cordially invited to 
a reception with 
MICHAEL DUKAKIS 
DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
Mill Pond Center 
Newmarket Rd . (Rt. 108) 
Durham 




Refreshments will be sened 
OCTOBER 17, 1987 
9:00am 
- COST: $6 before October 14 
and '$8 race day(7:3J2m) 
SPONSORED BY: 
UNH Department of Recreational Sports, AVIA, UNH Alumni 
Association, Weeks Dairy, Coca-Cola Inc., George&. Phillips, 
Louise's Sport Shop, Attitash 
Finish line management provided by:Fitness Resources 
Concord, NH. 
For more info, contact: UNHDepartment of Recreational Sports 
at 862-2031 
-· 
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·MOTHEft GOOSE & GRIMM --- , by Mike Peters 
. · f/f(5T0Fr!Ct!? SPOCK. 
· . 81/CK FROM SHOR€ /£/IV€ 












. HflV€ fl N€W 
MIS~/<. ~ftJCK 
WITH fl N€W P€/Z-
Sf~CT1V€ ON 1H€ . 
CHRl?flC~r<. \<" 
. !IT 1Hf" MOMENT 
A H£a HIJVIN&-fl 
N'€W TYP!Cfll /?!511-
5PCJCK '!/ &Kfft11€N'T 
\ _wtlH PK. McC,O'f,,, 
' \ 
ijJ>if ~DU'-'P '(O 





!30N€J1 I HIJT€ YOVI<. 
</}~HI/Ill), HUM/IN 6f/T5. 
/J/5C(/56/0N '? 
NO. 
(Jy J~ff MacNel/y 
'· • 
.. ::,..: - ·, 
< \ 
"- 1// . 
'I:~ ~ 0 
(
-,;i~~ \ 
: '1::1';'0' "-iji1,1-~~ 
.... .._ ......... .-i.ililliilliii.. . ' ~,,· -~~~t~. ~~..w~~~--4-:....,,,__....,_.....,......,~ 
, .• ESPE<:IAL.LY ONE 
NAW\ED DORIS RIG\-IT 
HERE \N 'BYl?ASS W\-10 I 
WIL.l- LI \<:ELY KEEL 
0\/Ei< DE~'D OF- _ 
Cl-\OCOL.t>.~ ABUS€ 
ANY M\NU1'E NDW .'-·· 
~ By Doug Marlette 
Calvin and ,Hobbes ... by· Bill Watterson 
MOM WO~, \fl \JS GO 1b 
\\-\E \v\()\J\'c. ~\"\1-\ 11-\94, so 
I (;ljES,S \t-JE'QE 0 ~ O\JR 
aw~ TOt--\\G\l.T. 
CAN 'NE. \..\I\.T ~OM ~ND - It-\ '\=N:..'f, /\~~ T\-\E~ LfA\JE, 
ti..'u OON, K\\\()'N \.B'S GIT l~ T\-\E 01\-\t:R 
:t \-\\lRT ·rn, · cf:....R /\N , 
G\.\P . 








Pettee Brook· Lane 
Durham, N .B. 
868-5634 
M-F 9-6 Sat. 9-5 




For \our rnmrnie11c1· . l\i11ko's is 
ope;1 early; 01)rn latl' . and opi·11_ 
\W·eke, .ds. 
• Fast Sen ice • t., ," Pr ires 
• Outstanding (Ju.iii!\ 
kinko•s· · 
·creat copies. Great pe~ple. 











;!!1-::::::i.~2_. student ID, 
tours and --====--=~r much more . 
Ask for our 
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1_;_· . 1)ANCE.•• Sen . ~•ld~;n and the 8;5 Note J-
- ·Mu~,. 
' §: St'(Qff~c:l 
RooY'Y'I -1 
"Quality hi-fi components at the right price" 
./. 
:i 
' . ' j.00 '.DOl'\O.-tiort 
_ l)oor- "?tius _ CQsh !>cir · 
Benefit . 1>URHA~ IN~ANT C,ENJER _ 
. . ' \ . '· . 
.................. ................ ~···•·■■■■■1 ■ .................................... ~ ................... • .................... ,,-: . 1ewEogtandH1sic 0ttRpaRJ 
424 Payne Rd., Scarboroug'1,,. · ¥3ine 04074: 
- 1-800-USA-lllFI -· -
Oh no,Ive beeil-.. 
dri\lin~ around• for, . 
a hal.f hourand rm 
\late-For d.,s ""ci3a1ri::.J 
II I~ I a;\'--, 0~ . ~ . 
• -J ' 0 9~ . 
, 
U N I V E R S I T Y - ·O .F . N E W - H A M P _S H I R E 1 _ -
-•1 t. 54 r: 
· THEATER ~" 
. . ·• 
RUNAWAYS: 
Beat the StteSS · and Get out of the Mess/ 
. Ride COAST /Kari-Van! It's FREE! 
. For information ·on schedules call (603) 862-2328 





. ~ . 
SCHOOLS FAIR 
Thurs., October 15 
10~m ·- 2pm 
Granite State Room , Memorial Union Building 
_ 50+ GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL 
_ SCHOOLS TO ATTEND I 
Sponsored by : 
. ' 
Th-• Car4'er Planning and Placement Service 
. the musical by Elizabeth Swados ' · 
· directed by:,_ Carol Lucha -Burns 1 
fl 
Performances: 
October 2,3,.9, 10 at 8 PM. 
Octobe.r 7 and 8 at 7-PM. 
October 7 at 10:30 AM: 
~ 1 ~ 
I ~ 
Imagine if you· had to ask fQr blood 
to save ft.le life of someone you love. 
Next time the American Red Cross 
asks, give blood, please. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
· Durhain 
Gene,ral : $7.50 
tJNH Students/Emploiee·s/ 
Alumni, and Senior: Citizens: $6.00 
Dinner Theater Package-
New England Center Resta urant · 
f SIVE BLOOD; PLEASE 
1 + .Amerloan 'ReclCroa 
··········~·········· 
. · -ALPHA GAMMA RHO 




Mike Potenza · 
Edward Quirm 
Brad Stanley . 
Thomas Schou 
Eric Wasson 









·_ and . 
·Good Luck! 
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Universi Comics 
5Ul:U1 1"~ 11\t ~~hr . 6L>1' 
Of ~B\1. 
\ 
WE:\.\... l c,t,t .. n SlE. 
A 11\IN(, ON ~~U> 
1'1\.l~ AU~\..t S~ -
(;~H . . .,-ui.w ON 
1~t Lit. i\-(.,_':~ fDC.f,.. ..• 





DeM F vzz-,, 
1 tM'Y\ +he ~,H·,de"'t of q 
M{;\JO' New »C,\~r~½i,e \Jt'\ive,s,t~. Ll,\ttl" 
r..,,e bu" jett"ir,7 t:>o~ v,be., thc,t Hie 
s ➔ u£At\l\t', W\i~~t V\Ot I I he ~ ! 
I fi"~ .,T hw<A to believ~, 
bec..cwse l'>'Y\ C\ ~i.vell . ~ vJ .•• 
DESX.S ARE 
ONE ~ PER 
HOOR , (.;4J rrH A 
f1VE · Q>U.~tt 
OEPos•-r so '/(IU 
0owr wl)U\ off 
(.,J >1'l-f ,.,.. .' 
Be~~ t.le~, T let the s·-t"cle"ts clo 
w~c,tev~..- the'? w"'-'t , O\~ lo""~ 
Gt':> 1.t:~. "";+~ 411clecivc.1te po\J,e 
H1perv1';,10t"\. \::ve.-, soPit "'lvMr\i . 
~ee~ c\;~tvr\;>eJ ! AMT <et1\l/ 
· v"o t .1, l.{ecA ? 




by An_dy "Skippy" Champagne 
Of COURSE 
°fl4ER.E \S ONt 
~ee O&Ncf•l" 
1HA1' '40U 
CA~ AUcJA'f S 
Couf\Jf ON ! 
Uu 
I l.-LO(,\L>.\.. to A 
V\l\{,J..»I fE~t5 -
&JT oe.. M., Coy. 
\ ':IN', CC\-\9\All"\NG. 
5 90( ~ 1 (,OU\..\) lOO 
Hrr ,\\~ SW\'ll"! 
bv Michael F. Dowe 
'I oo HA~ REICIIEO 
-rHE Wt\ Sfq{E . 
L.\ au on -s-roaes' 
~'-\ H~ t-ton.,NE ! 
HAUOW€8J Cf/I(;.(.. . 
·SE" J-4~~ SooN , , 
SO t>Jl+Y Ndf T~lt 
t.,P oN S'oME' , 
f'1\0W"4AC#lt voOKA. 
fUOlE SC«EAlnlN~ 
Jc,OS WO ,v!y , 
SGm Gvrt'E So 
'BAO WM&U, 'loo 
o«~ 'lova 
~l!IVSES ••. . 
\ 
by Dean Elder 
by Robert Durling . 
DEAR 1c~¼F/KE, 
wl-\AlEvER <:,AVE 'tDU 
THAT tDEA~ . 
-.J~J,___ ;: '.-;:::::ti_:, ·,-·:.1> .'/,'/,·;-~ ~,;j:i 1t) \ ', • ;, \'t1l-: ~-i'~1·i· 
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I fffAR.D A NEW DUDE I-IE',/ DUD() SHADES IS 
1'10V£D IN OOWN 1f1€• _TH~ N,qMe•·· HE T' Nf'r' Ml,N Wf-/AT COSTUME 
5iR£€T· .. l€T'S INVIT€ . ITS KINDA" E~RLV TA ae· MAN! 
HIM ro DUR HALLOW€f.AI IN COSTUME, BUT NffN / 
COSTUME. BASU: WHAT A HIDEIJUS1 GRDS~, I .. 
--~;......--1 FOR EVERYONE KNOWS THAT . 
I, NESTOR, AM STEAL/NG-
THE BATTERY THAT POWERS 
_ _...._. THE UNIVERSE.' 
\ 
AND UGLY ON£. wow.' . 
. ' ~;' 
'\)W' 
\ 
..---- bv Kenneth G. Allen and Scott Miller · THIS 15 A STANDARD I'M A SUPERHERO, THESE 
SCI-Fl R-AYGUN.' IT TOYS HAVE NO EFFECT --~•""--
ILL BLAST You INTO ON M-
1'----~r~IIIIIIII A NETHER WORLD.' · 
The New Hampshire 
is looking Jor ,a 
Production Assistant 
, .·.· to help with layout. 
· The position requires from 5 to 10 hours 
weekly_ and is- compensated. 
Apply.at .Room.151 .. in . the MU!}. · 
. . ? 
;; 
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Th __ _ e_ 
· Bloom County -Collection 
~~ 
TOUR CITIES LISTED 
ON BACK OF SHIRT 
WORLD TOUR 
. White T-Shirt ' 
Qh:----Size(sL __ _ 
BJ:LLY ' , TBB BOJ:lfGBRS BOOTLBG' 
Berke Breathed' s late·st 
book - personally autographed 
by tbe author, exclusively 
from Guy Glenn Graphics. . I 
Also includes a 45 record 
with the hits "BILLY & THE 
BOINGERS" & "U STINK BUT I 
LOVE YOU". 
ORAL _BILL . 
List Price $7.95 





Qt y _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
PENGUIN . LUST 
White T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 




Qty __ ...;. __ Size(sL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 




Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
Qt Y----,-S'ize(sL __ .;. 
White · Sweatshirt 
, Qt y _____ Size(sL __ _ 
ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
·Qf y ___ ~_Sizels) ___ _ 
·white Sweatshirt 
Qty _____ Sizefs)_ __ _ 
MOK QUEST-OPUS .GOES HOKE 
BeautiJully photographed 
calendar and story at Opus' 
trip to Antartica to search. 
for his mom. Personally 
autographed by Berke Breathed, 
. exclusively from Guy Glenn 
_Graphics. 
List Price $7.95 
Plus Postage $1.50 
Qty. __ _ 
HEAVY METAL OPUS 
_White T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(s) ___ _ 
-White Sweatshirt. 
_,_,..,.~--- Qty _____ Sizels) ___ _ 
NEW B·ILL THE CAT 
Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
Qty.:.. .... __ SizelsL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt --
Qty _____ SizelsL___ /_;7.,,,e,'4-d_ Cd:[' 
,__ VISA __ MASTERCARD __ EXP.DATE 
· Tees: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. postpaid 
Sweats: M, L, XL -$22.45 ea. postpaid 
NUMBER ______ ~ __ _:_ ____ _ 
NAME ___________ _.___~~_,__ 
. SIGNATURE--:;---:---------~---
SHIP TO: ______________ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
/\llow 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks . 
M'AIL TO: 
.GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
DEPT. 8·5 . 
- P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
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WA .HOO! Awaited 1he long banquet fun 
camp burble the purple egg! CAMP BAN-· 
QUET! Saturday Oct. 1 O! 4:00 p:m.! New 
Apartment Function Room! 
Dance, Dance, Dance to the Live Music 
of Salem 66 and Random Factor. Saturday 
night 8 p.m. MUB PUB. $3 students, $5 non-
stuctents. Sponsored by MUSO ar,J WUNH. 
Kick off your homecoming weekend at SAE 
by getting a team together and entering 
the Easter Seals Volleyball Tournament 
on F:riday October 16th at 1 :00 p.m. Come 
for prizes, food, and a good time111 
Brin·g your Parents to ·the Homecoming 
Jazz Conc.ert, Sat. Oct. 17. Johnson Theater 
8:00 p.m. 
Dance, Dance, Dance to the Live Music 
of Salem 66 and Random Factor. Saturday 
night 8 p.m: MUB PUB. $3 students, $5 non-
students. Sponsored by MUSO & WUNH. 
WA HOO! Awaited the long banquet fun 
camp bu·rble the purple egg! CAMP BAN-
QU~T! Saturday Oct. 1 O! 4:00 p.m.! New 
Apartment Funtion Room! · 
76 Chevy Impala Good condition, New tires_, 
battery, tune up 8 .0. Cal!Ron at 659-7402 
1·986 Yugo Only 8,000 miles. Great _con-
dition. 2 door, 4 -spee9, AM/FM cassette 
steseo. $2600 or B.O. Call 868-5732. 
1977 VW Rabbit2 door, 4 speed, AM/FM 
Radio, good tires, runs well, no rust Call 
86~-;-2727 after 5 p.m. $695 or BO 
197.5 Dodge Dart Spot, 3 speed, AM/FM 
stereo, new exhaust, engine in excellent 
coridition . $1100 or Best Offer, Must sell. 
Call Jim 868-3137 
Mt,Bike. Univega Alpina Pro. 21" frame 
exc{ellent condition .only ·two months old. 
Call 868-3443 
79 Datsun wagon , very good condition , 
hitG:h, AM/FM, new exhaust $1,000 firm 
(603) 868-7177 
SAAB 78 GLE w/sunroof, pwr. st. , stereo, 
etc : ($2500 book) high mileage, so how 
ab9ut $950? 7 42-1737 after noon. 
1980 VW Rabbit, 4 door, Black, New tires, 
Good condition: Call 742-7558. 
1981 CHEVY VAN Good condition New 
shocks, brakes, tires $1500 Call 659-2983 
and leave message. 
THE FAR SIDE 
Production Help Needed for MAX CREEK What are your pl.ans' aft~r ,Gra,duat ion? 
- Oct. 23rd. Sign up at the rviuso Office Have you c6nsider~d Graduate School? 
Room 142 MUB or contact Leslie or Mike Check out the Graduate and Professional 
at-862-1485 for more i~fo_ ·. ·._··school Fair-. Thursday, .October 15th-
We Want You-to· join MUSO . .We am now 10:00 am. - 2:00p.ri7. Granite State Roorn° 
accepting . applications for General MUB. 50 plus schools will be represented! . 
members to help with advertising and 
production. Meet the bands and see the 
ler;;tures and movies f0r free. Meeti,ng will 
be on Tues. 10 / 13 at 8:30 p.m. Contact 
the M USO office for more info. 862-1485. 
Two Compensated Positions-will be op- · 
ening in MUS0
1
for· next semester - Pro-
duction / Security Directors . Apply at the 
MUSO Office or contact Leslie or Mike for 
more info 862-1485. See all shows for free 
and meet the bands. 
Child Care for 1 yr. old girl needed in the 
Dover/ Portsmouth area. Start in November. 
Hours 2:30 - 7:15 p.m. M~F . Call collect 
after 6:30 p.m. 617 / 828-7771 . 
Setup people needed far small, new 
conference room facility in Portsmouth. 
Work mornings, afternoons or evenings 
when meetings are booked--work when 
you want on an on-all basis for that much 
needed cash. $5/hr. Call for more info. 
433-5300. .. ; I 
.Production Help Needed for MAX CREEK 
Oct. 23rd. Sign up at the MUSO office Room 
142 MUB or Contact Leslie or Mike at 862-
1485 for more info. 
WE WANT YOU-to join MUSO. We are now 
accepting applications for General 
Members to help with Advertising and 
Production. Meet the bands and see the 
lectures and movies for free. Meeting will 
be on Tues. 10/13 at 8:30 p.m: Contact 
the MUSO office for more info. 862-1485 
Two -Compensated Positions will be op-
ening in MUSO for next semester - Pro-
duction /Security Directors. Apply at the 
MUSO Office or contact Leslie or Mike for 
more info. 862-1485. See all shows for free 
and meet the bands! 
Hillel - UNH's Jewish Student Organization 
will be having it's first organizational 
meeting on Thursday, October 15 at 7:00 
p.m. in the MUB - Merrimack Room. The 
meeting will last approx imately 1 hour. A 
great chance to meet _other Jewish stu-
dents. All are welcome! ' 
·By GARY LARSON . 
@1987 Universal Press Syndicate ~ 
C 
Hey Little T, Skinny, Crispy, Smallness and 
my Buddy Jen. What's up? How about a 
cookout? Drink more-Study less. 
K.M .C. Code Red CAM. 
To Alpha Xi Delta's Pledges: Thanks for 
the great couple of raids! You guys are 
doing a fantastic job - keep up the good 
work! Love, your sisters. 
Congratulations Katie! Good Work! Get 
better Dee ... We need you up and ready 
for the weekend horrors! Hello Rosemary! 
Steven. 
The Tobinism Plague has now developed 
in all spheres of voidness. Do not play ping 
pong with paddles. Sneeze with your nose 
closed and your eyes opened. Watch the 
sand flow against the tide . lnfor'mation 
meeting soon. - Bob2, John. 
HEY- Who E~SE would be putting in 
,entertair.iing comments regarding ELVIS? 
What are you, a weasel or something? 
Chuchie, Barbie, Boinker- Thank you for 
understanding and letting me cohabit with 
Tony. I love him. And you guys too. Love 
Weeble 
Dear FM Drummer, I already DID get in 
touch. I can 't stop by- my schedule is too 
tight. By the way- how do I khow you know 
who I ~m. ,anywayJ Y'fhat's this "To the 
person with knowledge ... " crap? I guess 
, it HAS been a few years. I just wanted to 
say hi, and that I'm proud of you. · 
It began as a rumor- TOBINISM 
To the best roomie. Get better quickly. It's 
a tuesday night & we're staying in! How 
crazy! Love those late night talks, and horror 
shows. You're one in a million. Love ya tons 
7 - K.P. Remember: We must stick together. 
Th;rnks for all the personals Steve!! Sorry 
For the late night visits Leroy & Steve. We 
just think you look so cute in boxers. We 
can't help it! D and K 
Hey Andy M.!! Have a helluva B-day Babe! 
Love, Crash, Your Co, Homechick, Mercy, · 
Kim, Patti, Kee, Step I, Steph 2", Char and 
Mo 
Banana, you've been a helluva support 
for me this past week. Thanks for everyth ing 
and sorry about the' job. People just can 't 
find better friends. Hooker 
D and K- You're right! Leroy arid Steve do 
look cute in boxers! Even though I really 
haven't gotten the priviledge of seeing 
Leroy in boxers (yet!). I love you Steve and 
Leroy. Love-Caryl *~ 
John- Thanks for an interesting year! (to 
say the least!) I love you! Love- Cally* 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANDY! Have a great 
one! We'll let you know on Monday how 
your weekend went considering that you 
more than likely won't remember a thing! 
Love ya- Cally* 
He·y Roommate! See ya on the diamond! 
-The Booted One. 
WARNER IS A WEENIE! 
Hey Gould, you shouldn 't dress like a young 
republican. The radical one: 
Hey boy next door, like your new bp~ers 
. All right, you Senate swine, prepare to die 
on the softball battlefield today! You pitiful 
simps don't stand a chance! You shouldn't 
have got out of bed today! 
'Senate sapsuckers!: We are going to chew 
you up and ;,pit you out! Ha! 
"OK. The bank's open .... Now, I 
G. Thomas , you traitor! Yeah, you heard 
us, Benedict Aley! We're gqnna mop you 
up along with the rest of those Senate 
losers. So eat your own shorts, already! _ know you're, s_cared, Ramone . ... 
Obviously, we're all a iittle yellow." AH the power of the press, ain.'t it wond-
erful? When we're done with the senate 
wimps we'll splash the pages of the 
newspaper with the scores (and commen-
tary). 
TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S MOM: 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! 
Just imagine being sent a thoughtful card 
and beautiful flowers on your birthday, and 
just imagine your daughter got her shit 
together enough to do it. Have a great day! 
Love, Beth. 





What are your plans after graduation? 
Check out the Graduate and Professional 
School Fair-Thursday, October 1Sth-10:00, 
a.m.-2:00 p.m. Granite State Room - MUB. 
50 plus schools wi[I j:)e represented. Free · 
- · ice-qeam cor,i~ to first 50 students! 
· It's Sally's Birthday!! 
If anyone would like to give 
this a ttra:ctive woman a great 
big Birthdqy Kiss_ 
Please call 862~458.5 
· We lov~ you Sal! 
By Leigh Rubin 
[X)NT BE SPD, SQ\I. 
IM &JRE RALPH .WILL 
& HAPPY WITH HIS 
FRIENDS IN Fi3-IY HEAVEN. 2 iD 
c?. 
. Fi5HY HEAVEN 
WOW! 
10% OFF EVERYTHING 
UPSTAIRS OCT.10, 11, 12 ONLY. 
UP ro' 50% OFF 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 
Cl$ SPORTSWEAR AND 








New London, N.H. 
103-521-2828 
Open I A.M.-5 P.M. £wry Day 
• 
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----------STUDYING AND SPORTS----------1':e':;~ 61~~,~~~?v~ 
(coµt;inued from p~ge 27) got more important 
things to do than 
athletes who were also scho_lars. worry about living 
Ilia Jarostchuk, last year's start- to be I five. 
dial education programs. 
At UNH, where remedial · 
programs are absent, those 
students wouldn't be admitted 
at all. Even accomplishing what 
Proposition 48 demands doesn't 
guarantee an athlete entrance , 
into this school. "It's not easy 
to get athletes into UNH," 
Carbonneau says. 
The stereotypical scenario of 
an · athlete getting into a uni-
versity just because he can run 
a 4.5 40 or dunk a basketball has 
no place in the UNH admissions 
process .. 
. ·. "Academics. are always the 
first concern," says Peg Down-
.ng, Associate Dean of Admis-
sions at UNH. If an applicant's 
academics are acceptable, then 
his athletic talent .can help him 
get into the university. 
"Special talents such as mus-
ical, athletic, or artistic play a 
part in admissions and whether 
or not we want the student," 
Downing says. "The focus· on 
an athlete is just one of many 
taken into consideration." 
Bowes' football team, Gerry 
Friel' s basketball squad and a 
host of other Wildcat te.ams 
have lost promising athletes to 
Proposition 48. "It happens all 
the time," Bo:wes says . . "We've 
never taken a kid who didn't 
meet the Proposition. We don't 
get involved in recruiting him 
because there is no way he is 
going to get in." 
This creates a distiction be-. 
tween Bowes' team and the rest 
of the Yankee Conference. "J 
can honestly say that most 
schools in our conference take 
kids we won't take, as long as 
they make Proposition 48," 
Bowes says. "That happens to 
be a fact and that's fine and 
dandy." 
"There are a lot of kids we'd 
like to have," Cc!.rbonneau says, 
. "but if they don't have the base 
curriculum to come here, we 
won't take them. There are no 
back doors to getting into 
UNH.". 
Carbonneau says the univer-
s-ity does well enough building 
with the people they know will 
complete the academic require-
ments. None of the coaches are 
complai,ning, because as Car~ 
bonneau says, there is no use 
in taking people who .are only 
going to be around for one 
semester, unable to maintain 
the required 2.0 GPA. 
Along with keeping the re-
quired GP A, another NCAA 
rule calls for athletes to carry 
12 credits a semester and to 
complete 24 credits in between 
athletic seasons. 
Just this season, the Wildcat 
men's tennis team lost it's 
number-one player, sophomore 
Shawn Herlihy, to this rule. One 
- couldn't find coach Paul Berton 
protesting the action of the 
university, though. 
"It's a good rule," Berton said. 
"The_ number-one concern is 
that Shawn has a degree when 
he leaves. If he can play some 




. 8 Mountains 
255 Trails 
· 3700 Acres of Great Skiing 
S(o 
~Es/DE 
tennis along the way, that's 
great." · 
Berton, also the .UNH sh 
coach, takes .pride in saying that 
over his 12-year tenure, only 
one of his skiers didn't receivea 
degree. Berton's attitude is 
characteristic of all the coaches 
on campus. 
"Academics are first here," 
Berton says. "Once in a while, 
I take a walk around campus so 
I can realize that the field house 
is not the center of the universe. 
There's a whole other world out 
there." 
According to Bowes, the role 
of a coach extends beyond 
getting the team ready for the 
next game. "There isn't a day 
that goes by when me or my 
coach€S aren't talking about 
academics with the kids," he 
says. ''We encourage the kids, 
supply them with a. tutor, and 
do everything we can to help. 
We're busy with the football 
season, but we find time to meet 
with the kids.'' . 
"They can come to ,us like 
advisors," Carbonneau says, 
"and we can make calls to T ASk 
and things like that to help them 
out." 
"I believe in academics," 
Bowes says . . "I-took the job at 
UNH knowing what was ex-
pected of recruits. The school 
is looking for qualified student 
athletes and you have to follow 
the philosophy of the school." 
Over the years, UNH has 
ma'naged to produce some fine 
col\!, 
Find out more; . Dos 
UNH Ski Club 
Organizational Meeting 
Tues. Oct. 13 6:30 pm 
Granite State Rm. MUB 
SPACE IS LIMITED-:-- $100.00 Deposit needed to hold spots 
ing defensive end and now at-:ei,,,,,=,,,,,=,=s,,=,== 
~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~ r! 
just of the players around or. · ·' ,·· · 
over a 3.0 GP A. 
"I've always strived for good 
grades in high school and I 
didn't expect it to change 
here," LaPorte says. "It's You've got pictures to 
important to -me." draw_ Balls to catch_ Castles 
LaPorte says it's just a matter to build_ 
of getting his priorities straight. And, if you're like Peggy, 
h b d 
• " you've got time for it alL Even 
"You ave to u · get your time, if you were born with a defec-
he says. "There's the time to tive heart valve. Even if you 
play football and then the time did spend the first two years 
to study. There isn't much time of your life in _a hospital bed_ 
for anything else." Even if no one thought you'd 
make i't to kindergarten_ 
LaPorte is a promising offen- Why? Because Peggy had a 
sive tackle, but realizes football few million people on her 
won:"t always be a part of his life. side, Scientists and physi-
"F b 11 k 1 f · d cians all over the country · opt a ta es a Ot O time an who've dedicated their lives 
I strive to be the best,'' he says. o fighting heart disease- , 
"Grades last forever, though. he nation's number ·o .ne kil- ; 
Football .is for now." ler-:---and who have continued 
'L p · · h k. d f hrough the years to find the 
a o.rte IS JUS t t e In ° solutions we need to beat it_ 
person the university .is looking ithout research, thousands · 
for. "Wewantakidtocomehe're f lives would have ended too 
that satisfies admissfons and oon. 
can have success at the univer- nd 4 -year-olds like Peggy 
oul<;:t be playing like there's 
sity," Carbonneau said. "We O tomorrow_ 
recruit kids with that in mind." 
"UNH professes to be a fine WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
school academically, and it is," · YOUR LIFE 
Bowes said. "In athlet~cs, we try 
~~iJ~~i:e;~.thin the academic American Heart , L Association 
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Women~s soccer loses to Minutewomen 
The Lady 'Cats did beat St. Anselm's last night as goalies Janene 
Tilden and Julie Leonhardt teamed up for the 3~0 shutmit as 
Ellen Weinberg, Cheryl Bergeron, and Jill Lewis all tallied 
. for UNI-I. (Craig Parker photo) 
---SOCCERMEN---
(continued from page 28) _ 
. Day distributed the ball well and record in a season. The record 
played tough defense. (Seni'or is 26 and the Wildcats now have 
tri-captain) Bruce Pratt played 18. 
strong in the middle, he played "I hope we break it. That 
By Ed Flaherty 
" The second-ranked ·women's 
soccer team. in the country, the 
University of Massachusetts 
Minutemen, brought their _pow-
erful team into Durham Tues-
day afternoon and -left with a 
3-0 victory over UNH. 
UMas"S--showed why they are 
among the elite in women's 
soccer, as they dominated the 
Wildcats, allowing only one shot 
on goal compared to their 18. 
· "They're still a level above 
us," said assistant coc1;ch Adrian 
Pfist:erer, "but we played with 
a lot of heart." 
It was a case of a national 
powerhouse against a struggling 
young team. UNH did hold their 
own, however, as their defense 
played exceptionally well. 
"The defense did well, they 
were very effective at clearing," 
said· Pfisterer. 
UMass jumped on UNH 
from the start, as they got on 
the scoreboard at 2 :08 of the 
first half as April Katet con-
verted Ktis Bowshers' corner 
kick past UNH goaltender Ja-
nene Tilden. 
UNH never had a chance to 
play their game, as UMass · 
controlled the action. 
The Minutemen put another 
tally on the board at 32:57' oJ 
the half as Kim Montgomery . 
scored off the rebounded shot 
of teammate· Robin Runstein. 
· _ UNH kept UMass scoreless 
through much of the second 
half,.until Debbie Relkin c9l-
lected teammate Michelle Pow-
ers ·rebound and sealed the 
victory for the ·Minutemen . 
UNH goalie Janene Tilden 
face9- pressure all day long, as 
she made 15 saves. The Wildcats 
could manage only one shot on 
The women's soccer team tooJc on #2 nationally-ranked UMass 
and lost respectably, 3-0. (Craig Parker photo) 
UMass netminder Carla DeSan-
tis. . _ I 
· . Last night, the team came, 
away with a 3-0 win over St. 
Ansdm's. The flood gates 
-opened up at 10:57 of the first 
half as Ellen Weinberg scored 
off a nifty pass from Carolyn 
Beckedorf. Freshman Cheryl 
Bergeron followed Weinberg's 
lead with a goal a_t the 23 :48 
mark from Dianne McLaughlin. 
Th~ Wildcats used both of 
their goalies in this one, Janene 
_Tilden in the first half anq 
freshman Julie Leonhardt in the 
. second. Tilden stopped five 
shots and Leonhardt two as they 
combined for the shutout: 
Freshman Jill Lewis closed 
out the scoring at the 17:41-
mark of the second half off a 
pass from Maura Naughton. 
. ~ 
,, like his old self. His perfor- , -would be nice," said Bjork, "but 
mance was comparable to that right now that's not important." 
of the Central Connecticut · The Wildcats will come home 
game, where their coach said to face the University of Ver_-
he would nominate Bruce for inont Saturday. UVM lost to 
All-American status." Middlebury -1-0 on Wednesday. 
"Our wing halfbacks also · In their last eight games, UVM's 
played a good game. We've record is '7-1 thanks to the , 
played on bigger fields lately · superb play of their keeper, Jim 
and that can psych you out. St. Andre. 
UNH student athletes find 
sUGCessJn class;on fields 
Wednesday, we created the St. Andre, in eleven games 
scoring opportunities," con- has a .032 goals against averag~ 
tinued Garber. with eight shutouts, including 
Taking no credit away from seven in a row, a New England 
the Wildcats, Babson goalie _ record. . 
Mark Zides played outstanding. "We have to play like we ·did 
Zides had a total of 16 saves, against UMass and Keene State. 
four of which were one-on-one That's the kind of soccer we' re 
standoffs where he dove just at looking for," said Bjork. "Once 
the last minute to deflect the we force other teams to break 
-ball. · dow·n and get mad ~t themselves / 
UNH's Eric Stinson recorded all we have to do is come out 
twd saves. His quest for tying . -strong and score quickly." 
the all-time UNH shutout re., "Since there's no football . 
cord was foiled with thirteen . · games Saturday, we expect a big 
minutes left. crowd to cheer us on. The 
"We had .a lot of shots on net players thrive on that home 
so that shows something about advantage," said Garber. Since 
our passing," said Bjork. ·"It there is no football _game on 
wasn't just one player who shot Saturday, a·big crowd should be 
either. We have a lot of people a given. 
who can put the ball in the net." UNH now stands at 7-1-1 
With these two goals against while Babson -drops to 5-2. 
Babson, UNH moved closer to _ Saturday's game will kick off 
breaking the all-time scoring at 2:.00. 
-Men's soccer ,at UNH: 
vs. Vermont · 2:00 tomorrow 
·_,,:·1--
. .I 
By Paul Sweeney 
The student-athlete. It's a. 
common assumption that they 
have become as extinct as· bell-
bottom pants . . 
Certain big time athletic 
universities in the United States 
have offered good proof of the 
theory. A study showed that of 
200 athletes competing for the 
U niversity --of ·Georgia one ye~r, 
barely 20-percent went on to 
graduate in the future. 
The problem isn't as perti-
nent in New England, where 
there are fewer schooJs with 
national athletic exposure, but 
it does exist. In 1983, the Boston 
College basketball team was 
. rocked ;with academic scandal 
when it was found that few of 
. it's players were graduating. 
One particular player wasn't 
even attending class, he was just 
playing basketball. 
One school that is putting 
forth it's best effort to unite the 
terms student and athlete is the 
· University of New Hampshire. 
With a remarkable rate of 
athlete graduation and a credible 
record of success in athletic 
competi.tion over the years, 
UNH has shown evidence that 
athletics and academics can go 
hand in harid on. a college 
campus . . · · · 
"UNH is the epitome of 
student-athlete," says Wildcat 
football · coach Bill Bowes. On 
Bowes' 7-4 squad last fall, 17 
ou~ of 17 senior players grad-
uated the following May. A 
study conducted a few years ago -
by the athletic department 
:showed that over 90% of UNH 
scholarship athletes were get-
ting their degree, a better rate 
than the rest of.the student body. 
"That was.staggering," Bo~es 
says. According to UNH interim 
athletic director Lionel Carbo- -
neau, those statistics quieted 
those that felt UNH athletes 
were on a joy ride through an 
education. 
"We publicized that," Car-
boneau sar.s. "It was something 
to be proud of." ·. 
There are some gray areas 
when looking at UNH's impres'." 
sive statistics. The graduation 
rate doesn't include those ath-
letes that leave after freshman 
year, when they are declared 
academically ineligible to attend 
the school. · 
Also, athletics .at UNH don\ 
carry _ the magnitude they do at 
a Georgia or a Boston College. 
Few Wildcat athletes go on to 
play their sport professionally, 
so they . have to take academics 
seriously if they want a career 
after college. 
What is unique about the 
University of New Hampshire 
is that it stresses _giving an 
-~ .. 
athlete a good education aloi:ig 
with~ chance to compete to the 
top of their ability in solid, 
successful intercollegiate athlet-
ic prpgrams. _· · · 
The reason UNH is full of 
men and women who can· bal-
ance athletics with academics ' 
is because they are selected in 
a picky admissions process and 
play for a staff of athletic 
coliches and administrators who 
are concerned about academics. 
If a prospective athlete 
doesn't have a satisfactory high 
school academic record, he isn't 
going to get into UNH in the 
first place. Under NCAA Pro-
position 48, all athletes entering 
college must have a combined 
700 score on the SAT and a 2.0 
high school grade point average 
(GPA). 
At some universities, kids 
falling into that category are 
forced to sit out both practice 
and competition, but they may 
remain on scholarship and, 
depending on their performa_nce 
in the classroom, play the fol-
lowing.season. 
Last year with this new rule 
in effect, the University of 
Oklahoma had over ten fresh-
men ineligible to compete, but 
· they were accepted into the 
university and placed into reme-
STUDY-SPORTS, page 26 
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Sports 
McBarron~ Merci~r spar 
Marisa Didio's field hockey team survived a s~bpar performance to beat the Terriers of Boston 
University, 3-2, as Karen McBarron and Lori Mercier came through with go~ls. (Craig Parker 
photo) 
_ Soccermen back on track 
· By Scott Bemiss 
, Those in Durham who be-
lieved the Wildcats' men's 
soccer season ended last Friday 
with a 1-0 OT loss to Maine ate 
more than their· Wheaties this 
morning. 
UNB did what any team of 
courageous stature would do: 
bounce right back. They did just 
that Wednesday with an impres-
sive 2-1 win ,over Babson. 
There were no surprises in 
UNH' s game plan. They stuck 
with the strategy that has gotten 
them this far. .. All week they 
practiced with a vengeance: 
They did their best to put ·the 
loss behind them. 
· On Wednesday, the Wildcats 
pl ed as if the Maine loss never ay 
existed. · -,That closed out the scoring 
"We finally played more like in the first half, but the Wildcats 
a team," said sophomore mid- weren't through just yet. With 
fielder Bill Bjork. "Therewas three minutes into the second 
more talk between, the pl'ayers half, Brennan got caught up in 
compared to the last two games. a scramble in front. The ball 
The last ga)ll~ was to0yjndivid-' .squirted loos-e and Brennan 
ual. We also passed a lot more." wasted no time tallying his fifth 
UNB's key to success has goal of the season. 
been to come ·out strong in the Babson finally got on the 
fi.rst half. With just 2:39 gone board late in the contest. At the 
in the game, senior forward Jeff 77: 16 mark, John Wallace hit 
Bergholtz received a d~ad ball Matt Des.cher for their only 
pass from sophomore mid- point. 
, . fielder Scott Brennan and fired "We had a lot of good scoring 
it home for his fifth goal of the chances. We moved the ball well 
season. in the first half and shifted back 
"Jeff's goal from Scott was to our team aspect," said Garber. 
perfect," said Coach Ted Garber. "(Junior midfielder) Shawn 
"It looked like something that's 
drawn up on the blackboard " SOCCERMEN, page 27 
Lady'Cats, 3•2 
-Didio's squad is 6th nationally 
By John KeUey lronic~lly, that goal by BU 
The UNB field hockey team proved to be· the turning point 
extended their home, winning for the Wildcats. Coach Marisa 
streak to four Wednesday with Didio decided to substitute 
a m~diocre 3-2 victory over Karen McBarron at left wing 
Boston University. This wiri and change to a more aggressive 
boosted the 'Cats' to 5-2-1 and 4-3-2 offense. 
moved them up ten in the polls Only twenty-nine seconds 
to their present ranking of sixth after entering the game McBar-
. in the land. ron took a feed from Shelly 
. But this win will not go into Robinson and put .UNB back 
the highlight book as once again into the lead. 
UNB followed their year-long "Karen was the spark plug 
pattern of playing to the level that mad·e thirigs happen,"· 
of their competition. Presently Geromini said. "She gave us the 
the Wildcats are doing fine, but momemtum we needed." 
one has to wonder if their For the next twenty minutes, 
inconsistent play will eventually UNB was able to control the 
hurt them. play but they were not able to 
"That is our pattern," Peggy put BU away. The 'Cats did add 
Bilinski said. "We play down . an insurance goal with 6: 14 
to the less competitive teams remaining when Bilinski set 
and play better against the top up Lori Mercier. · · · · 
teams. We need to become more With a two-goaJ lead the 
-consistent," she said. UNB defense decided to head 
· .For the second game in a row, for shelter instead of finishing 
the 'Cats came out the aggres- the game. In the last six minutes 
sors on offeffse as merely 8:45 BU applied constant pressure 
into the contest sophomore Kim to the Wildcat defense. 
, Zifcak scored an unassisted goal. · "We fell into 'some type of 
This was Zifcak's first goal since mental lapse," said Geromini. 
her hat trick in the first game "We allowed them to control 
of the season. the play. 
"We ( the offense) are getting "The defense broke down and 
the ball first, and winning the that is a dangerous team to let 
on.e-on-one confrontations," . that happen to," Bilinski said. 
assistant coach Kareri Geromini BU did. add a goal with five 
·· said. "After the West Chester minutes remaining and despite 
game they (offense) know what the constant pressure the Wild-
.they are capable of doing." cat defense was able to hold 
They continued the offensive them off and preserve the 
pressure for the rest of the half, victory. · 
and -it kept the BU offense at _ The 'Cats will be severely 
bay as they ventured no shots tested once again as they travel 
on goal before the intermission. to Rhode Island to take on the 
But the Wildcats still only led second-ranked Providence 
1-0. Friars. 
The game was tled e·arly in "They are .the team to beat," 
the second half when Natalie Geromini said. "We need to play 
Becke~man ~tuck a shot by our butts off:CQ{eat them.", 
g.!!,a~e.!!t.r_M,.!.c!:!_e~ !1~!!.e!!; _ __ _. ___________ -■ 
r . · . I 
t. lnside:the UNH·academics and athletics mix : 
I 
MORNING LINE ,, -
' 1' ..... J ~ 
C 
Air Kamp Bopper · ·Norm Ford Chris Braune Bob Jean Old Grad 
UMass at UMass Delaware UMass UMass 
While the UNH footbal~ ·team. 
UMass UMass takes the weeke~d off, we -invited Delaware 
Maine at Maine Mcine Maine Maine Maine Maine __ 
three key offensive starter$ to go 
Northeastern . up against the Old Grad. Tailback 
Notre Dame at N.D' ND ND Pitt ND "'ND Nor·m Ford, wide receiver ·Chris 
Pittsburgh Braune, and quarterback Bob Jean 
Michigan at Michigan Michigan Michigan . Michigan Michigan Michigan will all try to wedge the ()Id Grad's 
Michigan St - -- wallet open. Last week, Air Kamp \ 
U Conn. at UConn - BU UConn BU UConn BU opened up the moth-filled billfold BU 
- for the first time of the season with 
Richmond at Richmond Richmond . . JMU JMU 
James Madison 





Cornell Cornell Harvard Harvard Harvard Harvard [ 
Cornell I ,,, 
